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INTRODUCTION TO THE HUMANITIES -S'ERTS

David ing and _rry E. Co id sn, Project Co-Directors

Yhe project Global Perspectives: A Humanistic Influence on the'
Curriculum, of which. the Humanit ies Series is a part, is based on the
premise thataphieving a V.obal perspective involves more,than educating
about the Worldit involves education whidh will help young people live

in, respond to and shape their world. The learning that results in
this does,not come from any special _course or discipline, &ft can be
developed throughouttlie.curriculum. The needs for different grade
levels and courses are Varied and the project materials are designed to
meet them. We hLve designed the 'materials for teachers, teacher trainers,
curriculum.plianntrs, and goals committees. Boards of education, and
all who work with ofkld are concerned about the schools may also, find them

r

One can never say that a curriculum is finished. Rather, it is a
process-a cope ruing Series of shifts and changes that we Make in our
effort to prqvide training that will better prepare young people for the

iture. As the closing decades of'the 20th century approach with what
seems to be alarming speed, we find ourselves living in a highly complex
world, in an age` characterized by wrenching changes and ever-increasing
interconnections. jn such a world, the dynamics/of curriculum as a
process become more and more important.

The materials developed in this project, Global. Perspectives: .A
.Humanistic DIfluencqpn the -CurriculuMi- represent 'part -- that prOcess,

They possess a high degree of built-in flexibility--a flexibility that
encourages adaptation topersonal teaching-styles as,well as the needs
of individual students, a flexibility that permits responsiveness to the

concerns of the local school and the conunity, and that can provide

room for future change.

Each handbook in the Humanities Series offers ready-to-use less

and activities as well as suggeAtions for lessonsyou can develop ybi.4r-

self. Ihe'materials can be usddin individual courses in the social
studies humanities, language arts, and science. They can also be used

as the basis for team- teaching and other ultidisoiplinaryapproaches.
The handbooks can go along, with existing texts and other-materials;'no
pecial preparation or purchases are necessary.

Throughout the project's-thre'e years of development, hundreds of

professional educators haV'e addressed themselves to this question:' What

kind of schobling do today's students need as preparation for the kind'

world they,will have to deal with?

'1



Many of the answers you will encounter in these handbooks fit what
-Arthur Combs calls the "new goals for education"--goals which are both
"holistic and human." He feels that the major objectives of schooling
must be "the development of intelligent behavior,=the production of pelf-
pr4elled, autonomous, creative, problem-solving, humane, and caring
citizens."1

While such goals have roots deep in the traditions of American
education, there still is no simple formula for their achievement.
Throughout the project's development period,.we have aimed for the kind
of holistic and humanistic approaches that can build toward those goals.
We have not created new courses and are not asking teachers to make
drastic changes in what they teach or how they teach it. Instead, the
projectors focused on ways to make existing courses more_ responsive to
the needs and opportunities of a new age.

WORKING GOALS FOR GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES:
A HUMANISTIC INFLUENCE ON THE CURRICULUM

We seek to develop thoughtful, creative, caring adults Able to function
effectively as individuals and citizens. For this we believe students

-need a global perspective which can be approached through a curriculum
that includesopportunities--

1. To learn to'recognize the interconnections'between one's own life,
one's societyjand major global concerns such as'environment; rd-
sources, population, and humAn rihtst -and how these interconnections'
affect our future options and choices.

To ddvelop an-understanding of basic human commonalities; at the same
time recognizing the-importance of individual and cultural differences..-

To develop an awareness of how perceptions differ among individuals
and between gro

1

4. To develop the ski is which enable adequate responses to an electronic
age, with its increasing volume of information and technological
choices

To acquire an ability to respond constructively and flexibly to
local, national, and global events, as individuals and as members

9of gouP$.



OBJECTIVES AS BUILDING BLOCKS

You will-note that the objectives listed for many of the activities
deal with the building of skillsin processing information and in gain-
ing experience with the concepts. In one middle-grade lesson, for example,
studeflts analyze*why the telephone was initially regarded by many with
such disapproval and why its potential was not foreseen. Although this
activity may seem remote from learning abblAt the pressing concerns of
a global age, this episode is important in adding to students' under-
standing.of change as,a force and how people respond to it.

The competencies and perspectives today's young people need are best
developed in a sequential patterns beginning with the earliest-grades.
Practically every course in the curriculum can add specific building
blocks to the process.

An Example

One frequently listed goal of modern schooling is to help students
understand and respond to the complex of environmental concerns that
touch all our lives. If we specify particular objectives to be achieved
by_certain grade levels, we form a picture of how learning at all levels
can build toward such.a goal.

Examples of the objectives (or competencies) that contribute to this
goal of environmental awareness and concern might include the following:

grade 3, students should be able to

describe the notion of systems by explaining how a breakdown in
one part of a system will affect other parts; /

identify systems in surroundings familiar to themincluding both
built and natural setttings;

give examples of planet-wide systems such as air and water;

draw a picture of a natural system and label its pa/

'Ery grade 6, students should be able to

identify relationships-between one's immediate surroundings and
the planet's natural systems;



dfine interdependere and give examples f its operation
in human environment interactions;

record changes over time 1p their local surroundings;

- ,

give examples of ways in which human actions alter natural
systems, often in unintended and complex ways;

)
. 0

draw in erences about how population influences environmental
situations. ' -

By grade 9, students should be able to

use pictures, literure, and historical sources to draw in-
ferences about changes in human 'environment relations at various
points in U.S. history; At.

2. give examples of ways in which modern urbanization has influenced
natural systems;

hypothesize about how alternative plans will affect a particular
ecosystem.

By grade 12, students should be able to

1. infer ways in which seemingly personal or local matters affect
or are affected by larger environmental contexts;

2. recognize that creating a healthier environment can require
difficult decisions, and suggest ways of measuring thg possible
positive and negative consequences of such decisions or actions;

give examples of conflicts of interest%that arise over environ-
mental issues;

4. descri e ways in which people have expressed their feelings about

human-environment relations;

identify ways in which the ongoing revolutions in science and

technology have altered human-environment relations;

) 6. form a hypothesis about ways in which future population patterns
may influence their own lives.

4



FO BASIC THEMES

Much of=the learning in fbese handbooks is centered around four
basic themes, or conceptai

1, change

2. ommunicationa

3. conflict

4. interdependence

As students become familiar with these concepts, they will find them,
valuable for organizing the information they encounter throughout their
school careers--and beyond.

In the elementary grades, students might be taughto recognize
similarities between the dynamics of conflict in an historical episode
and a conflict encountered in astory or a real-life situation. These

classroom experiences, in turn, can provide useful insights into how
conflict operates in our lives.and the positive functions it can serve.
Thus, the concepts also represent one way of making_ those connections be-

tween the classroom and the world around us.

This focus on concept learning and application may be more difficult

with upper level students who lack background in the concept approach.
High school teachers are urged to use activities which, while designed

for earlier grades, do provide students with a beginning understanding

of the dencepts. Many teachers of grades 10-12, for instance, have used
introductory activities,on systems, designed for grades K-3, to develop
familiarity with the concept of interdependence. The.students were not

even aware that they were being exposed to primary grade materials.

THE HANDBOOKS AND BASIC SKILLS

Others have said enough about basic skillS so hat we ddn't.have to
repeat here the dire warnings or the problems of.low test scores. How-.

ever, two important points do need to be made:

First, the development of skills does not take place in a vacuum. In

fac-C, skills development is much more likely to be improved when students.
are dealing with subject matter that is' real to them and inherently

interesting, AsEording to Charlotte HUck, -former president of the Nationa]

Council of Teachers of English

if our goals for children include mastery of a wide
range of language functions, then we must create environments

that will be supportive of this goal. Children need to talk

5



and have AntereSting'eXperiences
1

s 'they' -I have some-'
thing to= talk about.

f

'Those of you 'who are interested in,00mPosition know
that thi is equally true abbot children's writing. Children
need to have authentic writing expeYienc0 in order to
'produde.careful observations and honest feelings.2

The sipond point ab(;utbasie skills has to do with the kinds of
skill a Most in need of strengthening. Christopher, Jencks of Harvard
argues.that a close analysis of test'scores reveals that today's students
are doing,betier, not worse, in many skills area$. "Where problems'
appear," he finds,- :Tthey are with more comlilex skills with the desire
or ability to reason, with lack of interest in ideas-'and with shortag
of information about the world around th m:"3

We have tried to apply these ideas to the development of basic
skills:

1. to provide interesting, stimulating experiences for skill
development;

2. to encourage the development of those 'more complex skills";

to provide students with better information about and understanding
of "the world around them"

In a frustrating and sometimes frightening world there re.a
great need for coping skills and techniqus2. Gdod guidance and
better preparation are needed in -the skillsof,human-relations,
in dealing with ouncertainties, and in learning to choose wisely
among alters atives'.4

NEA National Bicentennial Panel,

CONNECTING THE CLASSROOM WITH THE REAL WOR-LD

One major'approach to creating the kind of learning needed for our
age has been to try to relate what is leaded in the classroom to what
is happening in the students' lives,and in the world around them. Achiev-

ing what we call global per8poctives must begin with that.

I



- 'We can _use a_-hypothetical= unit _on the Renaissance to demonstrate
ow and why' such connections can be made:

-Teaching about the Renaissance zis .one of those areas where we tend
to assume (or hope) that students will recognize the imPortance of the _

information they are encountering. All too often we finta ourselves
disappointed when only a handful show any interest in the paintings of
da Vinci, the sculpture of Zichaelangelo, or the dramas of Shakespeare.
The rest of the class sinks into a trough of boredom. They find little
in the study that connects up with their own lives- and interests.

But there are connections, and one of -our tasks is to make them
more explicit. A teacher might develop the Renaissance unit around a
theme such as -"The environment is what we make it. And how we shape
it depends on how we perceiVe ii."5 Classroom activities and field trips
could then be used to develop insights into both the present and the
past. We -might begin with Renaissance arcatecture or -art, and-ask
students such questions as these:

How did people, during the Renaissance perceive their environMent?
In- what- Way8 _are:the perceptiong of people todayincludingc
students--the same or. different?

How are -these perceptions -translated into; say,- architectural--:
stylesthe form, and function of ,buildings? Are there echoes.
of Renaissance attitudes in our approaoh to shop areas, living

= space, natural environment, and .so on?

Would the class want to reshape. their surroundings in some way?
What arrangement or styles of buildings would they prefer and

why?

Other connecting themes might be: ideas about the importance of the
individual; the changing role of women, the search for heroes, -values'

attached 'to material wealth, and many more. Whatever theme is used = to

make Connections with concerns familiar to students, this is a different

sort of "relevance" from that which was popular a decade ago. The

`existing- curriculum unit on the-Renaissance remains, but there is now

a coming together of the traditional humanities, modern social uee,-

and_nd the students' personal concerns. Students become more intereated
in learning about the Renaissance when they see its relationship to

their own situation.

if we plan our presentations with this in min we should be able

to demonstrate to our students that just about ever topic we deal With

has applications to their lives and futures.



What we global Perapectives;:invOlvesmore than tbe;:.study-of__:
other-cultures- or-Whatis comonly:thought ofas dAternational relations.,

Global perspectives are ways of loOking at experieacemaysthat:high-
light the individaa_relationship to his:orher total environment:_
And. they are-,:perapeCi4veS.thatcan,emerge:readily from-much of the s

= lect matter:=We areaIreadp,teathing

The question isnot whether history is- relevant . but-

what -the relevance:pf-a'giVern historical-ekperienceApight
be tOA giVen current or fature one--that is how is it
relevant? =

Historian Etiviard L. Keenan

FITTING THE PROJECT GOALS A1 TD MATERIALS
INTO THE CURRICULUM: AN EXAMPLE

In the spring of 1978, the San Francisco Unified School District
laUnched an ambitious program to redesign and update its entire K-12
curriculum. The bistrict'a Task Force for Social Studies_ produced a
curriculum guide which incorporated many of te e developed by=

this project i tand San Francsco eachers helped in the design and testing
of materials in the handbooks in the Humanities Series. -A description

of the San Prncisco K-12 scope and sequence is reprinted below. The

course descriptions illustrate how the goals of the project have been
incorporated into a traditional social studies curriculum.

Other-schoola,,stateAepartments of education, commercial pnblishers,
and indiVidual teachers :have foUnd- various ways Oftalloring the materials

to meet special needs.

The San, Francisco Scope_ and Sequence
For Social Studies IC-12

E ementary Grades

-All children -bring a_rich background Of ,culture and experience tO :

their school life, Encouraging children to bnild-on this-experience is

a central.-part_af social studies and helps to enrich the curriculum,
The K-57curria4;]Jam allows students to apply their personal experiences

and perceptions'to the material being exPlored.,

Grade K: Myself

-
Children learn about-their own phySical and emotional pe ds_and

Pxplore their lmmediate_environment.. They begin to iow`theth elves

better, and learn about their relationships with other people.



-Grade *Self andOthers
=

Studen.ttlearnabout themselves inxelationship to families and_peer-
grOUPS.'lheydevelop,aWareness-Of itterdependence_within these :social.
unita,-their siMilarities,-(Lttleraitietand Changes. -132T studying_differ-
- _

ent-femilY and:friendship grOupastudents'begin to discover-things they_
have-in common with,hntensthroughout;the

_

Grade 2: Myself and_MySurroundings

As horizons expand, children learn about themselves as participants_
inaerger settingS-sUch as the classropm,,the.achooli and the-immediate

--nerighborhoodSome=-knowledge__1_3_.gaihed_neigbbrhoods in different --
oomtunities=and7coUntries; comparisons and contrasts proVide-deeper'
.understanding of:thechildYs own surroundingsboth-:natural andhuman.

Grade Myself in San Francisco

The rich multicultural framework of San Francisco provides the

-settihg for learning about different ethnic groups, neighborhoods,
lifestyles,and careers. Field trips, classroom visitors; pai-ent par-
ticipation, and other sourced will aid students in understanding and
appreciating the city and its heritage. Comparison with other cities in
the United States and other parts of the world will broaden the learning

experience.

Grade 4:- Myself in

Diversity of cultural and ethnic heritage in-the broadened- setting

of the state extends-students' knowledge of themselves in relat i to

-their- social and physical environment.' Students ill als6 aXPiore tht--

many interconnections between theMselves, California ,,and the world,

including the heritage of groups,which have contributed to California_

life in the past and the present. -

Grade Myself in the U.S as Part of the World

The concept of change becomes central as students examine the

nation's growth and development. They leash about the- contributions of :
individuals and different groups throughout the nation's eXperience. This

study provides an historical background for understanding the United:

States as a changing', - complex,, multibultural-society. Learning-also

places the United 'Statea-in a glObal setting, indicating the growing
intprconnections-between this-country and other: parts of the:world.



e Sc

Students
largerglOha
continuebi,tO
interests wi

orisons are extended_fnrtheras they learn more-about.the;=
-.context- ,As in all i-levels of social
e on.the self--an_exploratidn of the,studentis-life and
'n-expanding areas of awareness.

Grade 6: 0 Hemisphere and Myself

Students fw learn more about themselves in relation to a largerif
environment-- e varied texture ofilfewithin the, eatern Hemisphere.
leleoted'soce ies,in North and South America are studied to-deVelopa
deeper 'understa ding of the nature and vanity of human'culture--the:-
ways in which p ople indifferent places and at different tithes have

-orgenized-ta-meet:---common_human,needs.-:

Grade 7: o Id Heritage
t

Many di-1 -rent upgr;Ds throughout human history haVe contributed
-

to our global bankof human culture. Students- will ekplOre the -

experien9esand.achievements-of-selected_grdups togain_an-understanding
_ofAlow these groups have added to .the-human4tory.- The learning will --=
highlight__ common human themes as well as pol4ts of difference'.. ,

Grade -8: The.P.S., the World, and Myself

Th study enables students to,analYze the economic, political, and
social decisions of the past-that haVe helped to Shape our modern physical,
and social environment. Attention is also given to-the forces-which

=have-strengthened-ties-between theUnited-States-end-other_parts_of=
the world--and how those interconnectionejnfluence our lives.

High Soho°

A wide variety-of soce91 studies experiences-including history,
geography, political .science, economics; anthropology, and others-_
provide"studenta with knowledge and:_.skills to meet the dhallenges'and_
opportunities of the future, Special attention is given to ways-in
which the social studies can.help young'peOple to-prepare'for adult
roles and.to function effectively as participants in a (=eolecratic society.



Glade 9= Geograpby-1,-2-:-

Geographical and social studies skills are developed in 'studying
the interrelationships of our physical, economic, social, and political

environments. Case studies will enable students to compare and contrast
-

the ways in which different societies have adapted to a variety-of
geographic settings. Special emphasis will= be placed:on settings in _

Africa and Asia.

Grade . Electives

In grades10 through 1 ,;students have available espectrum of
courses that will introduce them to more detailed or eithianced study of-

particular subjects. These offerings may vary from school to school;
-some may-be components-of-special or-1!magrzet" programs. _Special_attention
will be-givento the role, of the social studies,in preparing students
for career opportunities and citizenshipsresponsibilities, and for undo

standing and appreciating their own cultural beritags.

Grade'll T.J. S., History 1,2
_,_

. ___. _
_

This is a survey course, reinfOrcing,,social studies skillt-and concepts,
,

_.
and encompasSes the growth,-development, and traditions of -our- democratic _

society; xp lorat ion:! and_app reolation_of the roles' of variouS,'CUI:64r41:-

and ethnic groups.inCreatihg,our modern opi.tyl analysis of.the Chang-
.;ingrOleS:of,women; examination of edonomic,'-indUstrisli and'urban
chahges over time; theinationsle.rise_to-world'peWer-end its present

role in a changing, highly:in;erdenhedted-'global'environtent.,

Grade-12: Civics 1

A special emphasis is p
participant in 'a democratic
Citizenship. Students gain
of government, beginning wi
state, and national levels,

aced on the role of the individual. as a
socety the rightS and responsibilities of
an. derstanding-of the prctice- and theory,
h e school setting and moving through local,.

foCused=on an appreciation_ -of the_:special
opportunities provided.-bythe democratic process. -Comparative study of

Other forms of government places this study in a-broader context,

,We hope the materials in this Humanities Series will help you'meet

some of theimportant educational needs we've outlined. Your comments

and suggestions are WeicoMed.
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Introduction

EXPLORING COMMITNICATION__

t]ne of the :most 3.m-portant things that-mark us as human is oUr ability= to
communicate in an incredibly rich-variety of ways. We can reach our felloW

-
creatureS, -.as-- other animal S do, ,throughhe langaage of gesture and voice --
tone; or we may.- choose to deliver a closely- reasoned argument, to compose
a symphony,- to develop a mathematical formula. In today's-world,- the
avenues for communication dontinueP to multiply even as the speed with.
which wp can reach others all ovei the world increases.

Bxciting as these ossibilities are, they pose a real educational chal-
lengel-&A.--basic----go 1-of -American-education- has-alwaysbeen-toteactr-children
to uss-their own guage effectively. Our schools have also made some
efforts to give udentp experience

just_ the languages Of scientific inquiry, of
-art, 9f music and others. As yet 'we have hardly begun to teach the newer
lanoiages o our exploding technology, including cOMputer uses and media
"speak ="

Ideally the new technologies should help us overcome some of the ancient
zbarriers to communication. Computer languages are not :bound by the geo-
graphical bound_ aries of verbal languages, Satellite relays make message
sending almost simultaneous with message` receiving. At the same time,
though, we are faced with what are in effect new barriers to communica-
tionand an intensification of some of the old ones. Thee technological-:

shortening of time and space between people may increase the quantity of
our -Communication. Butt it also forces us to face, more sharply than ever,
the cultural differences among groupsdifferences which' can so easily
scuttle understanding---and--empathy. 'Furthermore some of-our-machinery
oversimplifies communication or introduLes new biases = The dangers of

misperception are great and new competencies are called for Today's
well-prepared citizen needs to know variety of "languages" and be able

to ue and translate them freely. He or she must be able to cope with
potentil barriers to coliauunication ranging from cross-cultural differences
in body language to the limitations' of c9mmercial television prog-ramming.

All this may sound like a big hill. Ina sense, it is. But in the classroom
you can work incrementally toward these goals. As students gain experience
in aspects of communcation; their understanding will grow. They will be
able to fit this component of their ongoing human heritage in with the

rest,` and to make_ it part of their own equipment for thriving in the world
of the future.

',The lessons in this handbook suggest beginnings. They were written for
, A



students in. gradeS but m used or adapted-.fdr older studefits-.=
= .

The' first --part consist of sh rt;active lessons that allow students to
'develop a ;very broad= definiti
'c6piii.g: with a variety of-7comm
-lesdons longef-- 'Their Po
lying 'and_ using various mode

WorIcing with these na
increkte-students; apprecia.tio
At the-sate/time students can
prebsid their own ideas an

- -1n Of- communication, and_ -tit) gain practice -= _--3

ication .barriers- - In -t1-4 second parrt,, the
ut is-to,_lengage students More fully in ana-a
of expression with -the arts being used at a
ally appealing materials -should-help-
of :our- hUman heritage in communication _

actice using the arts -for effective ex--
feel5.ngS._

;You call use" these lessons as y uir own. curriculum dictates. Scattered at
ttrategiG _points .through the t rm, they should develop- -a= cumulative effekt
-An important note: the lessons were not specifically created for clatses
in Engliab gr'socia.1 studies, r art, They may fit in any of these, but
the fit- will not be perfect -b euse the lessons all are somewhat multi-
disaiprinary- Take advantage _ this to introduce new variety and interest
There_are, Tany_possibilitites._ class Might_ensj(Dy,2!_lip_t -instead
of softball one day. The lesson myths could provide flesh insights into
wor .yastory. A crafts or sewing class could pick.up a fresh dimension
of 1 &riling from the poser or -needlework exerciseS.- -Another alternative
is t4? treat the entire handbook as a unit, with: the_ lessons taught in -
sequence- They have been-arranged in an order appropriate for that use



PART I : COMMUNICAT ION AND IIISCOMMUNI CAT ION

The, lessons-in this part are short, or capable of- being broken into=brief
sections. They are activity orientedstudents learn by doing. The
general -goals for the student in this part are to-

-- identify some of the special advantages and limitations, of word- and
i __ __ .

sTribol 'communication.,--
- Use and anal-yse nonverbal communication.

Recognize the. need for both universal and limited or local means of
communtaation. =

Respect -previously unheard-of ways - of communicatin
-

Recognize and cope with-.barriers to _communi cation such as ethnocen-
trism, stereo ping, and -prejudice.

Practice analyzing media cominunieation.

:-CREATINC A SYMBOL- 'LANGUAGE

by Carol liarquis and Mort Tennenberg

PURPOSE

This e.-re-ise should increase student-- understanding -of the -ways- s 7 ois -are

Used,_In camnunication, the limitations .of .symbol usage, and the difficulty::
of cross-cultural- commUnication through symbols.

TIME

4-5 class of 50-60 ininu

MATERIALS

periods

Blank ditto masters for = teauher use, pictures of symbols -and non-s
(David Weitzman's 'Communicatin- Across Time and- S ace in Houghton Mifflin' s
-The Human Experience Series contains very good pictures and background
reading-for those activities. ) Flow pens: in 7different colors (a diffe'rent
color for each group, butcher paper, Scotch or- masking tape.



STAGES

-1.-Ftrainstarni GrOups make language-

Individuals write

_.\

Exchange storied and tratnslate

ulminating discussion

Tay-One

Tell students they will be working with sy of languages for the nextfew_
--claed-periods.7=-ABreakthe=class-lntostaIl7buzz=groupsOf04-students..------,
Theie groUps willl3e,given-10 minutes to-draw symbols _and, on a separate
piece bf:paper;:write:their, meaning.-: The symbols:dhoUld be ones which
they feel` other. members of-the class would recognize such as a stop

SmOkey the Bear, etc

Atthe.end of the ten minuted have the groUps pin or tape-their-Is
-on.---the-walls.-ConduCt-a-discusdion in.which-,the:students..7groupo
categorize the symbpls..-_ Do not lead the class to any particular
categorieS.. The idea,here is to invite .students to make up as many
categories as they-can-of symbols which-ate -nalike.in someway. "_ Any --
ymbol can be put into more than one group,

Ask the students briefly to recall what wasodone the previous-day.
Displaying.the category names.frot y-sterday on a piece of bu-Edher

---paper will assist- this very- short; review.
. .

Have,the students reform their buzz groups. Assign the; groUps the fol----
loWing task, to be done on butcher paper: each. is to develop a sytbol
or picture language which will be understood by their classmates. Fop
each symbol proposed; a definition should be given. Collect the grOup
efforts at the end of the period.

a
Overnight

Make a ditto-of the 25-30 most common
Do not include the definitions given.

Day Three

Hand out the ditto and ask each student to develop A story, letter, new.
broadcast, poem, etc, using the symbols. The communication-should be
.about a page in length. Give. them the peridd to work on their commun
ication and send it home with them to be-poiished.



Day _Four

Have the students exChange their stories with _another member -of the- class;
. . -

On the4back of the page, the student reading the story ,should note those
.sections whicli were easily understoodi_ those sections which were difficult,
and why the writer was _successful or unsuccesgful in communicating his/her-
ideas; -

Day- Fota, or Five

Assemble the class. for a discussion of the activities of the past w-
_- . _ .

class sessions. Recommended sequence:

Ask.the students whether they enjoyed the activities what made
them enjoyable or- not.

b. Ask the students- which sy ors were easiest and Which most
difficult to rote ret .-:---Record- answers -in -two lietq onthe--
board. Invite explanations wIly certain symbols were. and
others difficult to interpret.

. c Ask if anything else was difficult. Invite explanation.

d. What difficulties might a person
-different-- age-group --or-a -differs
this type of language? Why?

om a different _ school, a
cou.r 'Understand ng _

What do the activities reveal ah ut communication among people

f What_ suggestions does the class have for improving communication
among all people?

This activity. is adapted and reprinted from Communication, Part C (1977
Global Perspectives in Education, Inc., 218 East 18th St., New York, NY

10903.



2. SOUND EFFECTS

by Peter R.Stil nan and Mort Tennenberg

PURPOSE

The activities of this lesson are designed to-result in students 4creasinv
their understanding of.the ways nonverbal-sounds can help and hinder
communication.

TIME

3-4 class pe iods.

MATERIALS

=cassette- ecorder-preferably-ir ethan-tine ;newsprint --T7
CoptionalY

STAGES

1. Hearing TAT, sound-only

Small groups plan and record
sound effect stories

PROCEDURE

Step 1: Explain to ybur class they will be doing activities for the next'
few days which concentrate on sound communication without words. Tell
them they will listen to atelevision program in new way, plan sound
effect stories in small groups, hear each other's stories, and discUss-
the results. This very brief introduction (a few sentences) will be
sufficient to convey to your class that there is an overall structure
or sequence to the activities.

Face. a television set away* from your class and turn-it on. Have the
students jot down as many sound effects as they can detect in a 5-10
minute segmeht. If the program you select is sparse in sound effects,
turn to another station.

Discussion of sound effects

Students-hear each other's
recording

-Culminating discussion

Step 2:: ImmedietelY after this have the students d scuss what they heard
Hecommended sequence:

a. Ask students to idehtify the sound effec
on the board.



b. Ask students-to -explain how they felt aidtening
seeing what was going on.-

o_..TV-without

Ask students how important -they believe sound effects are for
TV viewing. Invite students to explain their reason6.

Pick a place elsewhere in the world that you kr.t6d the students have
studied .reviously. Ask which- sound effects would be recognized
by the people_ in that place, rand which would not be recognized.
Invite students to explain their reasons. (Ricking a place students
have not previously studied may accidentally reinforde their
stereotypes about the people who live there.

-§tep3:- The nextiday, form the -students into' groups -of 5 or 6. Each
is to .plan A very simple story which-can be understood by nearlyany.

:audience anywhere in the World.. They are to_db-this-_by-reduding the story_
to:sound effects which they will re rd on tApO,-

Explain that the students should- not discuss their: story ideas with. people
outside, their own group. Tell. the groups to decide on their story- that
-day, assign sound effect "parts-," practice at home, end- orile.:p.repared
to,make a recording at the next class session.

The next day each g-roup records -its sound effects story. The problem at this
stage lies in finding suitable times and places to do-the recordingso that-
each group makes its tape in reasonably quiet surroundings without othera
present. Your schobl's facilities and your inventiveness will provide 'a
solution.

Stems Have each group play its production to the -rest-of the-class. Ask
_

in advance that students -write ,down the Sound effectS theY hear and what
they belieVe is happening in the Story.

After each recording is -over,-the listeners- tell what .they believe happened
in- the= story. -.-Then the -redorders to - what- they intended to convey, __Note
briefly' on. the chalkboard -or on -newsprint the story :as- told by the listeners
-and-the recorders. These can be -written-in a chart like thEs (leave room
at the bottom for entries during the next Step)

Redording A Recording B Recording C- Recording D'

Listener
story

Recorder's
story

9



tep 5:- During4this last Steps sc ents.will, be, thinking ebbut
encas of the last several dayssand organizrng their thoughts :int:
-work bf ideee .ecomraended sequence:" . .

Display _the chart from
r_dcording ask students
-refer' to their notes)..
appropriate colimins._

the prdvibus :activity. For each student
w is 'sounds they actually heard, (they- can

ter theee sounds on_ the chart in the
r

. Ask thd class to look for.- among -the -bdxes on the chart:
things that- go together, 'things that -repeat, similar 'ties and
tAifferences among rovii-di, colurii;s. =

Ask the students to compare the -inferred stories with the intended
stories, and to,notice where the difference is lerge and where it is
small. Invite stude_nts- to 'explain these and other patterns they

. find. _

d. Ask which story- would be understood -most easily (and least easily)
in, other places in the ..i.torld. Invite students tea give reasons-.
for their choices.

- .
.

e. Ask. students how they liked the "sound _effect'! activities and which
part they liked the most. ..

. Invite students to sum up what they learned fromtheirexperiefices
_ -

with sound effects.-

This activl -is adapted and reprinted from Communication, Part B (19'76),
-.Global Perspectives' in Education, Inc. , 218 East 18th St:, New York, NY
10603.



-This activity requires students.to_or-anize to solve a-problem -- without
-:-Verbal communication., It will:help develop_awarenesS of some of:the=ways-

_ we ark linked to people-of different-cdltures'and:languages.-

TIME

1-2 Class periods

MATERIALS

One milk case for every-five students in =the class. These are usually,
-1-lable---on-d-short°term---loan-basis-from-the-cafeteria. (You're familiar

-:-:-With-the-objeCts-welre-talking-aboutl---They-ere-hard-plastic-boxes1.-about
15 inches square and a foot deep. -They're used for delivering milk and
usually-bear the name of a dairy )

STAGES

_1. Teacher sets the stage with
-etory:And-divides-studenta--
into groups of five each for
action

.

2.- Individuals -,give their groupse
nonverbal-_message--

Groups seek ways to cooperate 0.4. Debriefing
in response to the message

TEACHER BACKGROUND

This is an immensely enjoyable activity. Keep it short, tightly organized,
to the point. Beneath the surface of this seemingly simple game are
implications as important as you wish to make them. You and the students
will see in miniature scale a struggle for survival which hinges on the
willingness and ability,to consider the equal importance of others. You
will also witness dung people, in a problem-solving situation involving
a strong element of conflict, select a system for solving it and communicate

that sYstem in a universal language. We suggest that you do absolutely
nothing to aia students during this experience.

PROCEDURE

-,Step 1: Tell- students they'..areabout to.take part in a dramatic' situati
that will take quick ihinking amd action. Set the scene as follows:



.

You are= to imagine yourself on "a= small island; m any

continent. The= island is perhaps two miles across an flat,

except for a towering volcanic peak = n the center. are

one of five people_on the = island . All of you are complete
strangers to each other, having been dropped by-helicopter
only hours before as members of an international scientific

team studying volcanoes. You will receive provisions and .

equipment via helicopter in ten hours. At the moment you
_

nothing except box lunches.

Strangely enough, no member of the expedition can speak the

language of any- other member. (The organizers of the expedition

arranged it this way. They are as curious about bow people
can communicate without a common language as they are about

volcanoes.) Among you are a Chinese, a Norwegian, a Syrian,

an American, and a-Filipino. All of you are expert geologists,
specializing in volcanoes. None of you can swim.

e of -your soup wanders off out of sight and returns several:

_hours-later:lookingyery-disturbpd._

Divide the class into groups Of:.five, to represent the expedition members.

-Select one peradn-from each group_to be the wandering member.

Step T4ke.the "wandering members " -of the.groups-aside. Tell them or

have themread,-the folloWing:

You,Wandered off to-scale-the-volcanie'slope. mien -yoif-reaChed

Othepeakand:Invstigatedto_yourror'you realized:that:
ethvolcano-was,a.bohttearupt. At,m6at,_it would be two hours

before boiling hot lava wouldcover-the iSland_to a depth of at`

least 6 to,8 inches!,_ lt,will-take:yoU an hour and 45 minutes

to run back and-Warn-the others.

How will you tell them? How will, they survive? None can swim,,

and the shore drops off immediately to great depth. Perhaps .if

they.could climb upon something while the lava flowed beneathfltheir

feet. But the island is absolutely flat. There is nothing to

stand on ,nothing but . . a rock- on the beach - . a rock barely

larger than a cubic foot? Ridiculous. Five people can't stand on

one small rock. ttill, it is all they have, and it is worth :a try.

Remind the "wanderers" that they must think fast. How can they give their

message to their groups without words? They have only 15 minutes to get

the group on top of the rock. Which of them can do it fastest? A6semble

each group around its rock (simulated by a milk crate) and send the "wan-

derers" to dia*their task.

Step S Let each group,work out its own solutiom Note that they Can

stand-on the crate, all fiVe oftheM They'll have to climb onvery



_carefully, arranging themselves- moreorless conceOtrically,_and-hold
-another formutual support.7 It-isn!t.easy, 4 t=,but._dOesn!t-reqUire
acrobat's.

--:You-adt-as_timekeeperto7keekeetivity-at--_a-high-pitch.-=-Observe
theperson with themeSsage-cnveys-it, how coup members-react,_and-the_
different_ methods- students use to -solve their problem.-

Step'L±F This is estentiallya debriefing, meant `to riroVideanoppbrtunity
Hfor-evaluating-and7generaliZing,about theexperienceTherejs'noneed_-
to belabor the obviouajmplications of the'game. Did,the%studentssensa
that_they had:to organize toreach=a solution; thatthey were forced to

consider andJrely_npon dithersi thatthey, outof_neceesity, successfully__
communicatedwithoutusingtheir native_language? Fine.: The lesson

orked.'

This activity is adapted and reprinted from CommUnication, Part B (1975

Global PerspectiveS in Education Inc., 218 East-18th St., New -York, NY

10003.



SA IT IN ENGLIS , PLEASE!

by petite` R,. Stillman

PURPOSE

As students work with kinds of dialect and jargon, they will recognize
the advantages of various ways of communicating within their on culture.
They will also pinpoint some barriers to clew_ communication.

TIME=

3 class periods

MATERIALS

Student materials provided,: plus (optional)- recordings of pepple speaking
wig a variety of ,accents_ and dialects

--S _

1.- Do dialect exercises

' Collect local- dialect
jargon words

PROCEDURE

eview exercies, play recordings

4 Review lists, summarize, learning

Step 3 Ask the ,'students .how many of them speak English. TelltheM you
have a series ,of Ht sts": to find out. These are mostly for -fun, bit
students should f d them interasting. Have the class -do, in class-, or -

as a homework ,assignment, the exercises provided in the student materials--

tee_ 2: (Optional) Have the recordings of different dialects and accents
ready the_ next clais period when you begin-to review- student answers to
the exercises.

English English

Have various students read their rewrites of the sentendes . at the-_
beginning of the, exercise. What did they get right? What were
the sources of error or confusion?- - Help the class translate the
sentence correctly by going over their answers to the matching
test. (Key follows.)

This actIvity is° adapted -and reprinted from Muni cation, Part ,C (1977)
Global Perspectives in Education inc... _218 -East 18th St., New York, NY
10003.



:The -class-has. now, seen, that. 1., ocabul.ary_i_-61-id diffeyence between-1,_. _ __

ericin English -and- "English Engli-Sh." _- Ask what other differences
,.. -.. -.-= :_ =

they think' there are-. They will Tp---mbab4 'mention-prorpanciation-;--
:-- -

the "a" in words like "bath" pronounced like the "0" in "bother,"
or the final "r" left off certain words. If possible,-play a
recording of an _English person Speaking and have students listen
for these and other differences. They should also be able to
discover thatEnglish English :speech. has different rhythms and
sound patterns. You need not go into great detail over these;
simply play the English voice, then repeat sentences yourself so
that students can detect that there is a differenc.e. Explain
that differences in rhythms and sounds, when combined with dif
ference---nr-vocabulary-and grdnilliar-; constitute-a --dialecta-language-

within a language. Dialects-are usually regional phenomena within
-a country and remain part of the same .language: Emphasize that-
English usage is not more, correct or less correct than American
usage, though it makes practical sense to "do in Rome as the
Romans do."

-B.- at_ Do You Say 'r

- -

Ask-for- a show of hands on who -uses what' terns in the lists. Write
the most populsr words from each group on the.-board. -Explain that

the'-nelp list should tell sonething about how dialects get their
starts-,-._ as regional variations: Try to account for differences
--within the class Notes on areas where some terms are used

fail New England west through northern Ohio-
bucket Midwest and South
bite- ,New England,- Great, Lakes area

(food between meals)
snack South-

piece

cottage cheese

sour milk cheese

Dutch cheese

Northern MidweSt, Ohio valley
Urban North

Cape Cod

New England settlements in the old _
west -(Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio)

25

31



-seesaw -

teeter...board- NeW ngland ot

danlle Rhode Island

tlt -____ _Parts. of 'Massachusetts er

teeter-totter

Discussion estions:

Midwest

often.hard-ici=pin.down:dialects_tO-certain-areof the
U.S.. -_Why-doyou think that-is true? _Why would it=be especially
-true of the7Wast?:..-

Have you ever run into,any-dialect problemS in_your_travels?
If=so_describe-them and -tell how,you got around.them.

Do_you_think radio, TV,- and the' fact tha -ericans Melia around

.k4?so much may in time put an-end to dialec n-this country?
_ .

-Why or'-why'not? Would you welcome eStrictly-standardized-way__

Play any recordings available to you
.

of Americans from different
areas with differentaccents. and speech patterns. Your library
may be able to provide, for.instance,-folk tales told .by-someone
with a_distinct=regional-speech; a Political=speechby Franklin
D. Roosevelt (comare-his way of:talking-with-that-of-Jimmy-Carter
andother_suitable=materials.-__Asintha:_exercise_abova,_have
Students listen for differences in pronunciation and Speech-Joh_

_Ask them if they feellthat they themselves have-accents. Does

everyoneZ_

CB Quiz

If you have students who
tell the rest. Quiz key:

1=N,2=H;-13=C, __4=W,_5=11, -6=G, 7=E, =F,9=H,-_10=5,
13=1,:14 =0, 15=J,:16=L, 17=y, 18=R, 19=F, 20=Q, 21=K, 22=M,J

23=T 24=X 5=U 26A3 =

ing Talk

Answers are 1. motorcycles,
5. target shooting, 6. golf

-horses, sailing, 4. flying,

Ask the xperts" in your class to provide definitions of the terms;
or make this a quick research project for students interested in

the speCial activities.

Discu-ssion Question.

What is::the difference between dialect and



-_Antwer:--_Studenta;- should _recognize_ that jargon lspecia -= votab7

ulary centered __around an activity or subject; dialect_ pervades
all speech, is often regional,-_:ana include vocabulary, -pronun-_,:
elation, speech- rhythm, a '-fleven Varieties of -grammar7 and --:7 _

ax Wow sentencesare_ ut _together).

= Country Versus pity

terms:

shoat: a young pig too small to se for meat; sow: adult female pig;
boar: adult male pig; veal or Vea a calf-being raised on milk

meant -for slaughter at about 12-15 weeks; heifer: a cow that
has not yet been bred, or that has not yet given birth for the first
time; baby beef: meat flom an animal less thap about 1-1/2 years old;
milker: a. cow that is currently -giving milk, cull: a barren cow;
steer: a castrated male; bull: an uncastrated male.

Foal: a newborn horse of either sx, weanling: a horse of either sex
still nursing or ih the process of being weaned; colt: an nscas-
-trated-male-horee-under-three -years ; -filly a-female-horse-und

_
three years; mare: a female horse over three years; geldink: a
castrated male horse;-StalliOn: an uncastrated-male-horse-over
thyee years old. ,.(You can use the tee altered instead of castrated
but you'll only have to explain th.4too.

The farmer's directions may h- less ,clear than they seem. A sugar-
bush_isn't a bush; it's a grove of sugar__maples, called hard: mpLLEE
in the country; a shale bank is a pit br cutbank *here shale, a
soft stone used for surfacing roads, is mined; a ,hay barn doesn't
look like =a dairy or stock barn; and Guernseys =are cows. They
don't look at all like Brown.Swiss, Charolais, Jerseys, or Holsteins,
which are also cows. And a feeder lot is .a small pasture, usually
right near the dairy barn, where young animals are kept. The farmer
who gives directions like that to someone he knows to be "city
people" would have to be= somewhat of a jokester, of course.

ey-to_the-ad for theL New York City apartment: 1._Bn = one bedroom;
spec. liv. area = spacious living area; w/wbf and exp. brk = with
woodburning fireplace and exposed brick walls; DW, a/c = dishwasher
and air-conditioning. In renov. brnstn, W.22 = In renovated brown-
stone building on West 22nd St . $285 sec., refs = The monthly
rent is $285; the tenant' will also have to post security, usually-
two months' rent and provide references. 3 _

Step 3: As a homework assignment for the next day, ask students to put
together a list -of from 106 to 20 tevms unique to a certain profession,
vocation, hobby,' social group or region. This shouldn't take them long.



Step Let as many studenti a oSsible quiz the clasS on-,their lists.,
-_d by all-means -collect and -save them; some = of them will valid--and

usefUl_linguistic materials-for -future use.

Encourage students-to hypothesiie, based on what_ has been The
should-be able to-formulate generalized ideas-regarding the roles of
language:beyond that of- cOmmunidatirig-infOrmation. (b) the concept ,of-

-many languages- within One language (c)--the inCreasing need for communidating
across linguistic boundarieb=andthe difficulties and'coMplekities in-
`volved therein-, -and (d) that each . -of us is a'-language specialidt of sortS,.
using_ speclalized terms, iva_riants, andoften a- dialect.'



SAY- IT IN; ENGLISH, =

A. _s Englisli-:EngXigh

_Do you speak English? --The: following sentences might be-spoken-by Any
ordinary English person:- -

_

:

If you think you're out =-of petrol -,_ look _unUer the lorry bonnet.-
You _may- need the- tram or :tube, _so- bring -a pullover

ewsrite ,the sentences-here, in your-_ own "words:

--Did-you-have-trouble?- The-reason-is--that - English - isn't -one languag-e,
it's many. The people of England use a number of terms that are not
used the same way here. = The same is true of other English-speaking
nations, For fun, try the matching test below. The terms on the le
are in common use in Great Britain. Match them with the definitions
on the right.

1. Lift- A; A can, as in a can of peas

2. Lorry B A truck

Pullover C. An apartment

Bonnet D. Hood of a car or 'truck

Tube French fries

Petrol A druggigt, pharmacy

Biscuit G. A line of people

Chips H. Sweater

Subway.

Radio

Streetca

12. Tram b Cookie

Queue

10. Flat _

-11. Wireless

13. Chemist M. Vacation

14. Holida N. Gasoline

15. Tin . Elevator



can :yen tee how confusions- and-,:mistinderstandinge- tight result-- betWeen--

- ----
Americans and other English- speaking -people, --ev-en.-:thOugh they and we speak
"the same_ -language"? _ ; -=

B. -What Do You Say?
f

You needn't even to go another country to find differences in the way
people speak English. Within the United States itself are many dialects
of English-. Depending on_ there you live, you may use 'different. words
from people of other regions to say the same thing Each group of words
below-has a single meaning. Which term in each group -do yon use most of
the time? Circle that term in each group. Alt a check -m_ ark next to the
terms you do not recoghize.

sofa

divan

couch

siting room

living room

parlor

dinner

pail

bucket

bite

snack

piece

,cottage -cheese
seesaw

sour milk Cheese
teeter board

Dutch Cheese

garbage

trash can

dandle

tilt

teeter-totter

tonic

soda

pop

soda-water--

frying pan

skillet

fry pan

spider

ice box

refrigerator

Ligidaire

C. CB Quiz-

Special languages can also come from different occupations and hobbies.
The recent citizens' band radio craze has given birth to a code-like language
that outsiders simply can't penetrate. The hit song "Convoy" is a mix of
CB and trucker jargon (the word jargon has a number of meanings; among them,
the use of a. special technical language), both private languages meant to
give their users a way to communicate that excludes others. Take tht
following test just for fun. Some of the terms are easy; others may be
baffling. The terms on the lefL are the CB and trucker jargon. Match
them with the definitions on the right.



Okay, affirmatii,e

1

Pay a traffic fine

Step on the

Q. Toil booth

Substitute :for strong cursing

Return call

T. Highway patrol poliR0

Read U, Loud and clear

Roller skate , Being heard clearly, transmitting well

23, Smokey, Bear Last ',vehicle in. convoy_

It

Hack-

= _aok door'

Barefoot
-

,

-Big- Daddy

-color

Negative

8. Camera

9- Catch

-er -(Returning-to. ',you

Using only legal power

E. Let me interrupt

F.- Police.radar- (There are 2 terms- for thfs.

.FCC- (Government

H. Talk to

Truck, big rig

cy that regulates -CBers

.10. Come back d. Legal Speed limit on U.S. highways

11. Copy Understand yoli (There are 2 tgrms for this.)

12. _Drop the hammer Automobile

13, -187wheeler Subcompact

14,-- d the -be

15. Five-five (or double
'nickel)

17.

18.

Four-wheeler

Gettin,g out

Mercy sakes

19. Picture taker

20. Piggy bank

1,

24. Tijuana taxi

25. Wall_ to wall

26. Wrapper

X. Clearly marked Patr

8 l 7_ GFE



.. . . .

If you can name-the special interest or hobby represented by the following_
of words.

Endtir off-ro-ad,'stocker, s

..2. Snaffle; overcheck,,frog,T pastern, cannon, ion e

Scupper, daggerboard, genoa, mizzen, boom; spinnaker

. Tail-dragger, stall speed, crabbing, wind sock, Immelmann

Bench rest, eight o'clock, windage, 10X, possible, loading block

Divot, slice fast green, dogleg, spoon, Calcutta

Country -Versus City
For the last ten years or so, people have been migrating out of the cities and
into the country. Such a move is not always easy. Language can be one of the
probleme. Take pigs, for instance. To most city folk and suburbanites -pig
is :a round, pink animal with a curly tail. Eventually, pigs 'become pork. In
the country, it's not that simple. You don't even hear the word' "pig" that
often, The same goes for "cow" and "horse." Find out for yourself what the
following-animal ferms- mean Ask = a country person, if= you can;_ otherwise:
use a dictionary.

shoat

SOW

boar

'stallion

,vealer

heifer

foal baby bee

weanling milker

cull-

steer

gelding bulgy.

colt

Directions can aisoibe different in city, and country. Many a joke has- been
made about the city driver who asks the farmer for directions and gets hope-,

_ lessly_confused. Here is an example: of directions a farmer might give:.
`could you follow. them? Circle the terms yoU aren't sure of.

1979, GPE



right,_ just _past :the big ugarhush!above the shale-ban

- turn left at the second hay barn,-`and k past the .farm-with the i
. .

..:Guernsey young stock in the feeder_,lot.

It works both ways. Can you imagine a family from a rural area moving into
New York City and trying to find_ an apartment? How could they (and possibly--
you) cope with the language in, this act gal= ad for an apartment in Manhattan?

1 BR, spac. liv. area wiwbf and exp. brk. = DW, afc. In renov.
brnstn, W. 22. $285 ÷ sec, refs.

Go ahead. Figure it out. Your teacher. has -a
with every term in the ad.

.

ear, but you are familiar



i'LLTRALISTIC POSTERS

Students create_dollage-posters,usind both international signs-andloCal
or ethnic signs and s ls.. The activity stresses our need for both in
apluralistic

TI

2=3 class periods_
e `

MATERIALS

Roster boards or heavy background paper. Construction paper, scissors, and
gine or paste. Traffic symbol-Chart provided. .

STAGES

Collect different kinds
of signs

Display and discuss collected=
signs

Select themes and create
esters

PROCEDURE

View :posters- and discuss
their messaged--

Ste I Tell the students they' will `be working with the variety- of signs,
and symbols in-their community-during this project. Ask students to bring
in as many examples as they can find of local sigas,:isymbols, or motifs._
Have them record the` location of each find,along-with a drawing of it
pictorial representations will be better than--verbal descriptions for this
activity;' .The-sort6 of things-students may look for. include:

-.Signs and motifs indicating-'a state, county, __ neighborhood._
.(lookat geographical.borderlines for these).

coats of arms on official cars.

Local signs, symbols showing native animals, lOcal terrain, plants.

Signs showinglocal foods, product- other aspects of_cuiture.

Ask other studentsto.bring in examples of international traffic symbols
To basUre students recognize the broad-range of these symbols, hand-out
the set provided. .Aak,the.00llectors't6 -mark thosp.they actually find in
th-e.area,dnd-to note' the location-of each



S-122aDiplay the collection ef internationiilli and local signs and symbols.
Ask the stui_iden-te to identir-y t ressage in--each sign
or pi.rster. Throughout the dzia-ussion -emphasif is type _of message being.
prea.e3ted.---- Is it a universal to-cern such= i'=" - top, " "Danger," "Caution,"

or trofi? 'CDT., is it a much More specific message such_ as "This is the area
wherue:le saz,eal_s_lize in making terry pies" (5.-n and arc)und Beulah, Michigan
or "'Ws land where the _a:ient Indiana had many uses for thp w d

turkey'l? (Bandelier National Myroent in New Me co has a stylized turke
on a,_11 of the signs. ) DisciuS with the e-tude-ts how -the "ethnic" or
ute sYlit-03-s and signs pre- at- important, ntnativ and useful a means
of a_c:-.-mia-ting the ,idea or message as are interne-tional symbols.
Poirxt cut that this is an exerntrie of what is friairt by pluralism. . We-all
try t:und,rstand and cbtrevanine-ta in national international srnbols
their- are e-Sen-tiai for safe coh_eut in tray fic-.- Mut we also can express
unicueess- thrceugh specialized sips and. synboBZL . Both. are valuable'.

- 7

Ste 3:Introduce the next a,cti_Tity by informit the students that they
are -.ling create poster colUns using pape.--_ =and pante. - A "poster,"
som- thingiicl is posted on a -al' for all to wee, can be a_-method of

--_couscounicatng-ideas_or_messeze through-the-u-s- _--o-striong,_and _distinct _ _

vistkal inaes. In making theit. y. posters, stirtxdents can use any of the
sirs rid y-mbois they iieve Try taanccz:nmge s -tudents to develop
botl csivef-sal and local or IetTio messages in -their pcosters.

.

t Diplay the sltudents! Exysters- in- the- c.1-asroom-lor--the--hal-ls . Discuss
the asessags predented in each roster. Which 1.---Jcz.sters students think are
-the -aTcst_efec-tive in:corroun4a4.tiog ox _e_m-etbnic__message?_ In corn- _
muni, c.a...Ing = a universalssaEe? communicatifatag both_ types of messages?

F3DUCII-2 ,-ACTIVITIEsiviimArricri

A. lioseic: Have students de lop ceramic inoa-5_cs or mosaics made from
othen,,type of materials to cormicate both ti-versal and ethnic messages
char,acierinic of a .pluralistiv.. society. MosalEis are usually group projects.
Alfa a' group of students plazi q_ design by cirasallin.g a sketch of the total.

masa-A.0 fir . Discuss the most- effective way tEt6 portrey the messages
they- wish _cc .-mmuriicatp-thrc)uth des ign =olor , _space, aid _co trdat.
Mosaics ca be a form of rys_u-14 as well. As -variation of this a ivity,
cori5 rider c=-eatirig murals depdpting both ethnic end uniN.:Terse.1 messagps._

B. illacto ra Obtain severalties cameras or have students
brims caele---,as from their homes, Discuss the t=litiques for taking effective
phot-ograph Ask the studenls -to photograph as s. and symbols in their

amity, or local PNion. Develop fircl-ie photc3graphs and display
discussion about the universalism:F-1 or uniqueness of the signs_

and syri$01 the .students have 1)lotographed. d t ethnicities and special
subal_ature are evidenced in ywur area? Hew- universal needs and prac-
tices clerno=struted through tile lhotographs'? Ctzpnapare and contrast your
re Butz,

C. Youn
whence art echnique- that a az jeer

or early ar elemen-tary grade- levels,
smg.l muscle skills and
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design abilities are Lmpractical, making collages of cut-or orn con-
. strution paper_ and pste. , The topJlc for the collages can be tha_s same

theme of- local or ethralc and univeral messozes. However, this H..de can be
presented in a more ba_sic.conceptiora by asking the children to c---eae
selfportraits from-ccmstruction pager. Dic-uss with the childril -wha:
faci.1 features -every iperson ha in commoneyes, nose, mouth, ers hair,
ptc. Point out that. these are univx-sals ys ach set of featurs is
unique to the indiva&ma.1no two faes are exactly alike, ew-em for

- Have the children create thir` own self-p_ ortraltS from vrious
color-s of constructiora paper pasted on a nextr-a.1 color backgrounO, shee:

least 8" by 11.' Display the self-pc' -tvaits and clisouss tIme x-esults
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MISSING-THE -POINT

by David C. King

PURPOSE

Common barriets to the'clear_sending and clear-receiving of messagesAre
misinterpretationii:prejudicei-ethnocentri-sm,-and cultural-difference-__In

-this_seties:offad.tivitie&:, the-class will encounter some of these barriers
and explOre'thetenseqUentes.

TIME

2-3' class periods

MATERIALS

vided;_ a___TV=guide.

STAGES

1. Play game of. "Rumor"

-Find sources of communication
failure in cress- cultural episodes-

Analyze

pisode&

Analyze Missed messages
on TV

Read an outsider's account Of
us and note misinterpretations

PROCEDURE

This series of activities can be undertaken at any time, but it is probably
most valuable when used in connection with the study-of other cultures.
After the class has learned about at least one other culture, talk about
what seemed strange or odd in their ways of livi and then proceed with
these actieies.

ACTIVITY ONE. THE GAME OF RUMOR

This is an excellent way to develop'awareneZs of how easily messages are
distortedeither in the sending or the receiving. Lf.you're not familiar
with the game, it works like this:

Bring one student to the font of the class, after instrucing the test of
the class that each is to pass on a message as clearly.and accurately as
possible, without leaving out any details. Whisper the message to the

These-activities are. adapted. and reprinted ftointercom #88, Global Perspec-
tives in-Education, Inc., 218 East 18th St., New York, NY 10003i copyright

1978.



Student__ at should be -sire mpila but detailed, for examPle: _

Jack was a carpenter.. He and his = friend, Bill Smith; a
_ _ _

plurater, lw_Ad an argument. They always argued over* team
was letter, the Bears- r --the Giants. When_ the Spars beat the
Gieh --is 375,. Jack he had won. the victory himself.

Dependtq levels, you may want to simplify this message or- make
i -prior cc-plated.)
Whisper te-nFsage to the first student-. He or she then calls somecine's
name, the per .on comes to the front of the room, and student 1 whispers
the inee g_ student .2 passes it onto someone else. Allow no talking,
no repe.-tlrg, =-a.nd no writing. Continue to the last student who then
writes dezd tl ,message as he or she heard if.

Compare te written message with your original version. (It may be useful
to have lo:h1.7=Itten on the chalkboard.,) Have the class'point out errors

--and-distortion_ . In-some- ecass '11find- -bthe-whole-meaning-has
lost. Yca rniaat also want to spend some time seeing if they can locate
where pkrticul- distortions occurred, to see if they were= in the giving
or rec

ACTIVITY 73: a'.1ISSED nSSAGES ON TV

Once t -lass has seen how easily miscommunication occurs, -it can-begin=-
to consAder ho-7.4 this can lead to problems for people. As an assignment,
have pm class- watch a situation comedy, on TV. '(-The "situation" almost
invariaLly isw.r=ilves a fouled-up message. ) Check the TV listings and
assign- 4 nunber- of different programs. Their task is to find out what
missed message occurred and how this led to trouble.

The net day for reports. There should be plenty of aterial foragis
-cussion and stdents should recognize the parallels with the. game of rumor.

ACTIVITY-70.41=z: COMMUNICATING ACROSS CULTURES

When stud.::ng ther cultures, texts will often give examples of misunder-
standing, usuai ly based on ethnocentrismeven if the word isn't defined.
Outsider's judges people whose behavior seems odd or bizarre. A great deal
can be gained exploring some of these incidents and considering the
possible conseences of such misunderstanding. This is also a good way
to demonstrate that action or behavior communicates just as speech and
"silent languse!' do.

Use the episOd ..s in the student materials in conjunction with whatever
oases you encst-anter in your text. You may want to read the episodes aloud
to the class, .-'hen folldw. with discussion; or have students read the
episodes on thr=eir own and respond to the questions in writing before
general rdiseus ion begins .



The first two = episode s are adapted from The Silent Language by enthropol-- _ _

ogist_Edward T.=-Hall:.:-:The-b containsook=Contain,numous other examplea_that
_

yoUtould Le=asilyiwiteup-,:into_epladdes=rfor the'dleae to:conaider;.:YOu
might with h ii'_ °title toorandi:askthestUdents-what,:he--meanal
by "the Ailent-language."_ They-shOuld-be able to-give other examPled of.-
bow hW v0-actions-send mossageS.

IVITY FOUR: AS OTHERS SEE US
- -

Before reading the third episode, you might- ask the-class what` things in
our culture might be hard for a foreign visktor to get used to. They will
probably have trouble with this because curcultbral patterns seem "right"
amid "natural" ;= in tact, -it's bard for us to picture different ways of
doing things.- This episode is adapted from an account =by -a Chinese scholar
who visited the United States in 1899. (Hwuy-yung, Aiehlnemanis View of
Us and of His Own Country,- London, Chatto & Windus, 1927.
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-MISSING- THE

EPISODE---1=-

Jane Smithers was eacher..- Her first job which she was excited about
took her to a Nava j c Indian) reservation school in NewMexico. =- Being

-- white nd also from a northern city, the knew little of Indian ways. But
-she was eager to _learn and to help improve education -in the-Navajo schools.

But fro the very firs day, things went _wrong. The children nevem did
well in tests. They eager to learn and they did their work. But when -
test time 'came, sh as always disappointed. Ms. Smithers tried everything
she could= think of She talked to her best"Students and urged them to- do
better. She offer prizes to the person with= the highest score.

Stillwhen -the---next---:-tstcame -the---same-----thinghappened _

no one wanted to do well. She- began to think the Navajo were lazy or
didn
people said. "They-don't-want -to'work."

=

What was wrong? What kind of judgment was Ms. Smithers eking
about the Navajo? Was her judgment right?

One day, while talking to one of the parents, she told the man her problem.
She said,_ "Your -,son- could he a good student/. Thit he doesn't-try. __Would__ __
you talk to him and see what the trouble: is?"

The _father shook his head',.and- smiled. "I don!t need to talk to him," he
"I- know what is- the trouble." --And then, he explained:: "Among the

NaVajo it is wrong to try to push ahead of others, Only a showoff - would.
do :that.- We believe it is more important' to help each other. _ Sd, if some
are not getting good t'ests, others will not try to beat themiin the scores.
That would be showing theM up.

Discussion:

Whatletbdn-didthe-teacheiclearn?.

What harm could have been done if she had not learned this lesson'?
(Answers will vary' .1

Suppose Isomeone said to you: been to Greece. I know those people.
They ere loud and rude.". ,Would you believe'this judgMent? Why or why
not? (Students should be able to draw the inference that the person

oniture )



. -
ey :Brown was,a high school-student.

was sent to -trazil to study foi- a year-
named Vargas.

part ofa special program he
ere was to stay with a family

Mr. Vargas met HaTvey at the airport. 41,r-).--d right away something hap_ pened
that bothered Harvey. -When they talked. 7 lir. Vargas stood with -his face
almost touching fervey's. Harvey took a step backward. It was not- very
comfortable to be that close and try to But no sooner did Harvey
step back than t Vargas stepped forward__. They weilrnose-to-nose again.

If people were wexaing, they must have t-=-_bought it was a strange sitht.
Harvey kept backilg up so he could talk to the man. And Hr. Vargas kept
edging forward. Bey went dorms. the = 'airport hallway like that,
Harvey backing ar.Mr. Vargas advancing.

For discussion:

1. How do you suppose Harvey, in a letter. to his parents, would have
described what happened?

Do you think he might begin to
or all Braziliahs?

--Can you -thihk cf some Brazilian dusts .that Harvey- didn't --kilOW about_
(The' CUStOM,. of-course, is to stand vimwery._clos9 to the person you're
speaking withi Many Americans visitig Latin American countries
find this uhaettling.)

`else judgments of Mr. Vargas



T, EPISODE =3

eir clothinmg is very.. strange. It is tight and so = uncomfortable I could

not bend my Icrimees. They have as great number of Slits it their -clothes

leading intct mall bags.- Thiw is a curious' device for storing many
items, such a coins, a cloth for the nose, A watch, paper, tobacco, pipe,

:matches, and- Many other things. I counted three in= my trousers, as- many,
as five in toy jacket, four in my little undercoat,.mqking twelye in all
Surely if the= put an object in one of them, they may-liaVe to hunt through

all twelve to find it again. .

I- went a movn before with my instructor to see the game they call' Foo-pon
(football). -1 It is played in winter season and requires strength and-
activity. WIthin edge were three ten thousand men and women.= They came
from what plac to watch?

The game wau ame as a battle. Two groups of men struggling; These young,

strong, quick men, what do they do ?- Men on one side- tryto kick:a goose-
---egg-----pattern-b.--11-thetWeen-two-poles-thatIform'-a-gate--cir-entrance. he r

run like rabbats, charge-each other like hulls. -They-knock each other

down trying tey-c)send the ball through the enemy's poles."' When ball is

kicked good a.d. then Caught, the voices of the-people burst forth like a
huge wave deThing- against a cliff. Men and women mad with excitement
-yell -and seram at the players,

7 For Discussiou.,

1. What. were

2. How-wo_

the slits leading to small bags?

d you describe =fockball to the Chinese visitor?

Do you th= ink the Chinese scholar might make mistaken judgment of

Aerica .culture?
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TEACHING, IDEAS r . FOR BETTER -DR FOR WORSE?

by Cathr

PUPPOSE-

Of today's technologic-
the single aspact that
suggestions offer ways
constructive use of it

revolution ixsp.- conmunieation,_televiigion_,Is _probably,
inowt influenee students' daily lives. r The following
toi evaluatof-th impact off television, to make mOre
ire he

--
ciasak,orn, and tcv set up goals for itsandour future

BACKGROUND

Many educators tend to D gs7d televon as "public enemy number one."
Not only- does it pull students away f`-'0131 their studies but recent research
shows that it encourages lassivit2r, iceps young_ _people from becomin*

.11 in 'diet of violence. Even
so, most people will agree that TV mios offer. some excellent entertainment
and instruction, and that the potenti_l. of TV has yet to be-realized.
Even so, e earl use the tedium as it Ms, inoorprora.ting it as a- tool for
learning about everything from prose -tyle to lair. The following sugges-
tions offer a variety of lays to do The_activities vary in
difficulty and sophlatIca3.:31. l ct those that suit your ongong_ =curriculum-and-the abilities and in amourests of our students .

Compare TV viewing to reading, get at the special qualities of eaCh.
First, conduct a class poll of fav----cii-,ite programs; then collaborate
with the school librarian in locaing books that include similar
themes and settings. Include fiction, ric..nfiction:. Haye groups
of students Whose television tat agree read. these parallel books.
Each group can then report -to the inss on book and a program. Ask
what features of each they like, amd what the man differences are.

. Even students ink t ie Intermedate -1-7.grades oa bg-ifi to- analyze commer-
cials. Watch a commercial as a ei,...ss; or, _a.zsioi individual students
to analyze commercials they eapeoi--ally like or dislike. Either way,
you will want to allow for several viewingsso the whole process may '-
take a few days ;to 9,ornplete, Maize up a simple fill-in chart for .students
to work -Fos ible cher-C itsm ire:

Length of
'this.) oillrmercial wa-=tch

Written and aofeq es -age

.Personality o na a--_ra character

ith a second hand is needed for

These ideas are reprinted from Communiation, Part B (1976) and Communication
Part D (1977) ; Global Perspectives ducation, Inc., 218 East lBth St.,
New -Yor, 'NY 10003.
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and =find of ene=or pi uses

Drainatic action (Is there a stc=p-xy?

Conlnde with questions that require sudents to use the data they have
ccillected:

1. Does the commercial tell you wr-smat you think you should know
in order to -make an decision on whether to buy=
what is being advertised?

Does it appeal to you? Why or why not?

Do you think the message is "Itc.u.estl' or is it trying to con-
vince you you need something yam don't?

Work for ,greater sensitivity -to the way TV communicates. Pic several
different shows for students to analyze in group oral or written repOrtsg,

:=_Gronp-dd_soussion-and-exchange-of-ideasbout-a--shOw-wil-1help civercbine-T.
pasdive acceptance. . Students should wok toward answers to questions
_such-as these:

What made the soap opera nelodrmatic 0 sentimental?
2. Why was the police

believable?
ramgtippi or boring, realistic or

the comedy funny or jest full of of hes?

list of factors to conside
language, facial expressions
Have your critIcs rewrite ,,or
shows or poor endings.

helpftal. McDade- such items as timing
camera angles , logidal sequence, suspense .

act out their t 31.rn improved versions of botched

You can adapt this exercise to your particu=_°-ar subject erne. In a Chicago-
-eased program, analyses of police-shows are _ used to supplement a course
on the law. English classes may' focus on e-c--ery-thing from comparing a
written story with its TV dramatization to the use of language on evening
"talk" shows. Art classes can work with th aesthetics of given show or
commercials, or talks about 4ttitudes toward. The arts expressed on TV

One -way to approach the impact of televsion is to look at the ways
it first affected your own community. YThur history text or library
material will give students an ides of when and how television broad-
'casting began in the U.S. Plug your ar_a's experience into that general-
history, to make it more meaningful. Theme Chamber of Commerce or local
TV stations should be able to supply sorte information on how TV first
came to the area, who started local channels, and how they were financed.
Students can interview older family tomb ers and neighbors about:



t they=did before TV-;

Their feelings on first watching a set;-

What programs were on, which ones they liked;

--Row TV changed familyand social life;

- What new links TV made between the community
of the world.

Have students assess the contemporary impact of TV on their lives.
Use bar graphs on the bulletin board to rord the number Of TV
sets your class has access to;.the average number of hours students.
watch per- week; the most- and least watched -types of shows.For compar-
ison, you may also, want to - graph the numbert-of_radios, stereos, or
musical instruments available to the-class; hours spent eating,
sleepng studying, socializing; most- and least-popular kinds of enter- :
tainment, including movies and books, Ute the graphs-as evidence
in discussing what TV Means-to YOur class. Some sample discussion
questions- 0

and the rest

1f:3701f-were forced to WatchlesSTV'because 0_ an energy crisis;
wht would-you cut out?

-Do you-feel TV'brings yoU'and yOur family or-friends-togethe ?
lighy or why:not?

Recently a community organizer in Oakland,California complained-
she. 'Wouldn't get the poorand underprivileged to do. =

for themselves because "They-are watching TV 7 hours a day."
Do you ever watch to avoid problems?: Where Is the dividing;,
line between needed-relaxation and using TV as a drug?

Use the chalk board to focus the results of class discussion and exploration,
in a-general portrait of class TV values.

As a -capper, invite'to your class someone Who has lived in another country.,
to talk about the TV picture of .Americans in -that,country. Ask about the
customs, tastes, and economic factors that may account for the sort of
exposure Americans get on foreign IV,

David Halberstam,, author of a book on television, has said TV is
"both a shaper and a creature of politics, both ,a maker and a prisoner
of public tastes." Explore that duality through a debate (TV as maker
and shaper versus TV as product of public will). Encourage students
to make full use of programming they have seen and of current change
in programming that are in the news, when preparing their arguments.

G Marshall McLuhan first said that TV helps create a kind of "global
village" in which everyone shaves at least some experience and informa-
tion. Is TV really helpful inbringing diverse people together, or
in helping cross-cultural understanding? Use a TV guide to docket
shows (documentary and fictiOn) during one week that deal with foreign
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cdltures. -Divide-up-viewing'asSignments-so that as many 0P-these-shOws-_
as_pcissible are,"covered" by your_students.__ As-they-watch,_they-should
keep such questions as these in mind

-l. Does this square with what I've_learnedelSewhere about this_
cultgra? - Is it_exaggerated or out of-balance?

2. If I were memberof-this culture-,-would-I feel good about
the way it is being shown? Why or why not?

Are there clues in the language used, or the. kinds of pictures
to indicate that. is overly, sentimental, or too
critical, or otherwise biased?

Assetble the class' findings. Have students write to or telephone the
station, writers, or sponsors, about what they found.

H. It _is often_ said_that American_ television isnit-used-Las.__Well_as_it
could be Discuss some kinds of TV other than the largely entertain-
ment-oriented commercial stations, such as:

the -Publid:Broadcabting System (educational

- nationalized stations in other countries, suppo sd-by taxes
tsuCh a8_the-BBC);___

- olosed circuit TV used for-teaching and for sports

cable, television.

events;

Check. library media centers or film.lior=ariesfilm at universities.' You shouldr:-
be able torfind Pl.,ograms.the class-Will:fincltappealingand.yet will be more
rewarding to-them.than their usual -TV fare.

Ask theStudents to_tell-how they would like_ to_see_TV_used._Oet _them
started wit6.questions: How Could.AV help More-with shopping? How could
it make :yogr-work or your_ parents' work easier?. How Could itibe-more.
InformatiVe, and more fUn?

I. Explore Possible futures for television. Arrange a field trip to an
electroniCs outlet to see some of the new. TV "gadgetry" in action.
Or, ask your district media expert for help in explaining or showing
some of the new items. These include games that can be attached to
the home TV; video cassettes and records-.portable cameras meant for
public use. Discuss how the new hardware may make viewing more fun,
more- constructive, more flexible.

Next, visit local private and public TV stations to talk, about their
and:their networks''plans for the future. Or, ask representatives to

`come to your clasS. Students Should prepare ahead Of-time some pro-
posals of their o; .using what they have learned from previous study.-



A strong -two-way dialogue heti:een- studnts and station people is the
goal. Focus discussion around specifies 9issueS such as

1 How can TV become lens needle sly violent?

How can we make TV viving a l a passive experience?

How can the Medium be,core entrtaining for us?

How can it better serve our spcific needs for factS and 'ideas?



PART 1: MODES OF EXPRESSION

The lessons in this part are relatively longer. They should allow students
the opportunity to become comfortable witi and involved in the modes of
expresslon represented. The individual student is asked to analyze, hut
mainly as a prelude to slf-defnition and self-expression. The emphasis
is on what the student has to say and how best to say it General goals
for the student in this part include,to -

Recognize messages in a variety of media.

Take into account the social context of `artistic expressions.

- Confront and respond to values expressed through the arts.

- Show one's own feelings, values, or ideas through various modes of
expression.

PERSONAL EXPRESSION IN NEEDLEWORK

by Cathryn J. Long

PURPOSE

For women in early America, needlework- was both-anetessityand, a rare
opport&ity for .personal creatiVity. In these activities, students.redis--
coverthiskindOf expression and experiment with it th9mselves.

AREAS OF STUDY

U.S. History Art, Home Economics

TIME

3-4 class periods

MATERIALS

Pictures and whatever examples are available of older Ameraftan needlework;
heavy, open, evenweave canvaS*Atable for simple cross stitch (available
at needlework supply shops} ; blunt needles; heavy embroidery thread in a
variety of.colors.



-OBJECTIVES-

Students will

- Identify ways individuals expressed embelVes'-in A madiUm that wag
largely standardized.

Give examples of- ways -people today -show personal interests- and tastes
through cloth items

- Compare expression through- cloth items today's world and in early
Amerioa, - --

in

Create a cross-stitch sampler reflecting their own tastes.

PROCEDURE

1. Collect pictures (from books , slide collections ) _of historic American
needlework. Also, gather any- samples yot oanlocate through such
sources as local museums or sewing societies. Students maybe able
to bring in needlework that has been passed dOx-m in their

or marked linens, hand-sewn Clothing, and crochet or knit items.

Display the pictures and samples. Be sure each student has a chance
to lookl cldsely at the samples. Their special features may not be easy
to see. Explain- that, as art historian Susan Burrows Swan has said

Needlework offered early American women their primary
'outlet for creative expression. Indeed, except for
needlework, almost no tangible products Made by the
women of centuries past remain. . . Surviving Leedle-
work projects represent one of our few remaining links
with one half of our ancestors.*

Of course, most seamstresses worked within certain customary limits.
They made useful. standard items such as socks and quilts. Within these
limits however individuals found ways to express themselves uniquely.
Through the special twists of color, design or other subtle invention,
we can see the particular quality of the human creator come through.

Co
a.

over the other materials and pictures you have assembled, inviting
the students to pinpoint the ways the seamstresses combined traditional
forms with individual creativity.

As a homework assignment, ask students to inventory the cloth materials
in their homes. Alternatively, teams of students may inventory the homes

Stsan Burrows Swan, Plaim and Fanc American Women and Their Needlework,
:1700-1850 (New York t Holt, Rinehart and Winston



two- r threk-stUdenta, if the parents In _theirlinVenteries
students_ should 'list_ el _ the kind- k-of cloth items found in the=house

--curtains, towels, clothing-, bedc-over6,- etc _They: should -

find out if:-

y _are handmade

Any are marked-- specially by the= owner

Any have been changed to fit the needs or taste of the owner;

- They express in oth-er ways the---special needs, preferences, or
interests of the owner.

Compare and discuss in class the various findings. Center the dis-
cussion around the questions: How are these items like or unlike cloth
items you mig14 have found in an early American house? How do you
account for the differences? The students will probably agree that
they have a much greater 'choice of items today, and that we express
ourselves to a degree by the things we- select, but that we lack the
special quality of needlework made and marked by an individual T s

personality-4-- _

-An easy way to give students the feel of creative needlework is to
have them make their own samplers. This can be a very simple activit
Boys should be as involved as girls. After all, football players knit
these days. And tailoring is a long-honored profession for men.

-The easiest method -is to-give each studdnt a-strip of open-work canvas
cloth, a blunt needle, and a choice of thread colors. Show the class
how to thread the needle, knot the end, and make a simple cross stitch.

On a strip, the student will have a wide, choice of what to sew. Names,
initials, favorite sayings, simple pictures, and abstract,designs were
all used in early American samplers; students can create their own
contemporary versions. -

You might want to make the sampler work a real event, like an early
American--sewing bee, by the-sewing period with refreshments.'--
You can unite all the canvas _strips into one long sampler- for display
in the classroom.



SPORTS:- ART OR VIOLENCE?

by David C. King

While-the subject of- the activity is Sports, the same treatment_ could -
be-:applied to a wide range of topics-su ch as t ecbnology 5 social-change-,_
or poverty. This lesson demonstrates anaPpricaOh marl of- us use,
intuitivelyenabling students to- view matters from the _perspective- of
how people -are- involved;- inoluding-thetselves;

Even :students who _are not avid-.sports fans or participants are -likely
to find that they have ideas -and feelings they will want to express
about the subject.- With the first - reading, they will recognize impor-
tant -social questions that are connected with their own life .experiences

"and Outlook. This encourages students to penetrate through the general-
.

-izations to- find out what is happening to human beings, and also encourages :.
they to examine and give expression to their (Dim feelings and ideas-.

-A,REAS-,OFISTUDY_T

This- activity couldheuaed in a crossdisciplinary program but also could
be used as a unit -built into such;courses as:

Journalism
Photography
,,_Sodiology

Biology (human anatomy)
Language Arts (reading, persuasive writing
Social Studies Lcontemporaryissues, cross - cultural studies) _

Art (sketching, painting, sculpture)

autobiographical writing)

OBJECTIVES

Students should be-able to:-.

--Recognize violence as a- _common respect of big-time sport

- Analyze whether violence in sports is a refleCtion of p oblems
common tq, modern societies.

--Identify similarities and differences In people's attitudes toward
sport and its function in society.

Adapted and reprinted from. Intercom #86, Global ParspectivesThe-Human
Dimension,- Part 1 Self Knowing and Humanity-Knowing. Global PerspeCtiVes
An Education, Inc. , 218 -East 18th St., New York-, NY 10003. Copyright._ (D
19773- pp. 17-22.



TIME

2-14 -class periods

Identify= ways "in whieh:their ow-A=feelingS and experiences acre shared
by _others.- _

Justify their own value j d. ents- by reference to general values

,Perceive that one's beliefs and values =are choices made among
=

_ -poss_ le alternatives. -

Recognize the aesthetic appeal in ports.

MATERIALS,

These will depend on how students choose-to' do_ the assignment. Options
include tape recorder , camera , slide projector, -art supplies.

PROCEDURE

No----special-preparat-ion The-readings ,:an&---_photografths-Lare-desi
to, generate ideas and reactions; the core of the activity 16volves each
student in examining his or her own attitudes toward some aspect of sports
and then selecting a means of expressing those opinions', ideas, and beliefs.-
'The coneluding discussion can be as far-ranging as-interest and class time
permit.

There is- a great-deal of flexibility in the way students can carry- out-
the assignment (see Student Materials), but' you may want to emphasize
some modes of expression to meet your teaching needs. If the activity
is used in a language arts _class, for example, you may want most of the
assignments- to involve some form of written expression; or a biology class
might involve heavier concentration on, the physiology of movements in
athletics and dance. Wherever it is possible, however, we urge there be
wide latitade for student choice. -This will add richness and variety to
the class experience; it will also enable some students who may be weak in
writing skills to make important contributions in other ways.

Some students will prefer to deal with the subject in terms of their own
experiencesparticularly those aspects of sports that they find especially
appealing. Others are likely to select a more sociological approach, for
example the possible role of television and the 'press in highlighting
the apparent trend toward violence in sports, or in spurring greater
involvement in participatory sports, such, as bowling, tennis, gymnastics,
and soccer. In exchanging ideas after the assignments are completed,
the class should be encouraged to consider both perspectivesthe purely
personal experience and the larger, society-wide picture.

The kinds of questions raised in the concluding discussion will emerge
primarily from the- ways students have chosen to approach the assignment.-



, -

People. in all societies=,engage in games ., They Tre_fun; -_They also serve
important social ptirposes;- Throughout history, games and contests -have
been -used_ to prepare the -young for adult roes the individual develops

-e_jekillsJieeded--to-be= a --contributing = member-of- the --society; :such as -a
warrior= or hunter._ -_

Sports=also-helped Maintain social stability-by providing a way of letting
off - steam; People could get rid of their frustrations and aggressions

"healthy" ways. - = _

As modern industrial societies emerged, sports continued their importance.
In the United States, we came =to believe that "sports build character."
This became one justification for our vast array of sports programs, from
Little League Baseball to school physical education to sophisticated
programs in college athletics. And the pedple of Great Britain, du ing
the glory days of the British Empire, used to say: "England's battle are
won on the playing fields of Eton." They were convinced that school
sports developed qualities of leadership, discipline, cooperation,
couvage , and determination

What is the role of sports in modern society? Do athletics still provide
iMportant training for-adtilt life? Are they a source for developing our
physiaal well-being- and vitality?. Or have sports become a mass media
-enterprise with people participating only as'armchair cheerleaders?
And have sports changed so that they now reflect, and even feed, the
violence in our society?

What do sports mean to you?, Wbat values do they have in modern societ

Those-are the questions you'll be dealing with in this activity.

ORGANIZING THE ASSIGNMENT

Develop yoUr ideas abOut_some aspect of sports and then try to present
them in a- way that .may persuade others-to see your point of :View;

There are two ways to go about - this -. One is to deal with your own experi
ences. .Why- is ,a 'particular sport something special for you".. What is there
abotit it- that makes you an avid fan or that makes --you want to participate
even when partiCipating Can mean endless hours of grueling practice trying
to perfect your skills? It's not easy to- express these ideas and feelings.
A lot of good athletes have tried. =But just trying it may -give 'you =some.ides you haven't thought of before.'

The second approach is to deal with the question of what the role of
sports is_ in modern Society. -Your ideas may be positive or .negative,
you'll find samples of both in the readings. You might have some ideas
about violeiace in sports, for example, or what impact the mass media
has had.

GPE _



Choose-whatever me-ans of communication you feel most-comfortable with.
You could use a tape recorder if you feel you can talk about your ideas
more .easily than ybu can write them. Or, you might want to use the
cassette with one or two other students to recreate a sports broadcast

either =a straight version 6r a takeoff-.

Written assignments can be in whatever =form _you choosean essay, a= sports--
column, a journal. While more' difficult, you might consider poetry which
offers enormous possibilities for using-creative images to get people to
hear or see_ things in a new and.fresh way.

Other means of communicating might include art using sketches, a painting,
sculpture to convey a particular mood you feel is important. Photography
offers other possibilitiesyou can even develop youk own slide show,
especially if you create your own slides from photographs.

The readings and photographs that follow can help you get started. You're
likely to find some ideas you agree with; try to build on these to create
something that's uniquely your own.

_"Poetry An Motion!! _ .

If you were sitting in Riverfront Stadibm in Cincinnati watching the Cin-
cinnati Reds in action, you pr-obably would not give much thought to a
topic like ballet or modern dance. If you did, you wouldn't be likely
to mention it to the fan sitting net to youthe buy with a handkerchief
in one hand to mop. the sweat from his brow and a beer in the other to
lubricate his voice. Baseball and ballet just don t belong in _the same'
conversation.

&id, yet, deep down, your next-door fan's reasons for being at the ball
-park have -a, lot in common with the impulse that sends a different audience
to a ballet theater. The simple fact is that sport, like dance, contains
.'movement and grace that are vital parts of its appeal.

That probably sounds little far-fetched, but let's, see if we can't-make
a case for it._

Picture 0. J. Simpson breaking through a hole in the defensive line.
Especially- -in -slow-motion replays, watch the easy glide-of each long step,
the -subtle shifts in speed, and sharp changes in.direction. As 'he eludes
the last defenders -and crosses the goal line, the crowd will be on its
feet, shouting and cheering. People will even cry -out,- "Beautiful. Did
yon ever see such a beautiful run?"

Why-the word "beautiful?" If you asked the fan
he or she might he embarrassed. But some would
really meant thatwhat they had seen was a thing
.conditioned athlete, with years of training, is
amazing featS with his or her bodyas graceful
a great dancer.

to explain the word choice,
recognize, too, that they

beauty. The perfectly
capable of performing
and precise as those of_



Sports arc filled with such special moments: -the smooth, powerful backhand
-stroke of Chris:_Evert;=-S. rUnner_stretching-for the finish line or r-a :high:

hurdler extending his oriher- body -to clear _each hurdle. Or,-_in baseball, .'--
_the perfect co rdination,,involved >in _a double play, with the pint_ - man ;

taking-the ball, leaping to avoid the spikes of base runnerand, still
. ,in, the air ,-- turningto ethrow -to th first _baseman. ,-

All of these, and countless more, aTe those magic moments that make a sport
so special. If you participate in sports, maybe you've known = a few of those
momentswhen your body seems to function with a perfection ybu achieve
only rarely but that gives you = that thrill inside of knowing that you are
extended even beyond- your abilities.

This perfection of timing, movement, and body control are what make up the
art and beauty of dance. In fact, if you study the movements closely enough,
you'll find that the actions of the athlete are often almost identical with
those of the dancer. iThis is the 'aesthetic side of sport, the side that
matt macho males would be .unwilling to admit. It's the part of sport that
leads 'sports announcers and writers into clumsy and corny cliches like
"poetry in motion." And it's also a major element of sport that brings out
the fans, hoping to see at least one of those rare and spectacular moments.

Ryland Crary, a well-known educator, finds these same principles operating
even an the dark and smokey confines of a pool hall. Here is how he describes
it:

In the steady light, only softened by tobacca smoke, lay form,
composition, sense, and orderframed in a green baize setting.
Any art-is Lry-- compels. re sp ect-;- amounting --to-a-- sort of reverence.
The hush of this esteem [may] fall among rude men, depending,
of course, upon the artistry and dedication of those engaged in
the game. The . . lives of the men and boys who come to the
pool halls are often absurd, witless, unpredictable, formless,
erraticthou& not necessarily more so than those brought to
polo grounds or golf courses. On the green-topped table, how-
ever, lie in focus precision and predictability. Cause and
effect are visible and more closely related than in most human
affairs. The science of ball stills, probably unmentioned but-
well-applied , is in control '1---.The-staccato -click-of the-balls ,

the shuffling feet, the spiraling smoke, the _sw; '=_t etching of
lines and angles, the satisfying thud of the feat disappearing
in the pocket: these are the elements of art made, known., felt, -.

and coniutented on .1

Is there a relationship between the Metropolitan Museum of Art and Clancy's
Pool Hall, or between the Cincinnati Reds completing a double play and the
American Ballet Theater? Some of us think so although we might hesitate
to d cuss it at Clancy's or at Riverfront Stadium.

1. Ryland Crary., Humanizing the School: Curriculum Bevel°
(New. York: Alfred A. _Knopf, 1969), pp. 300301'.
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If ehyone tries _to tell-you-that sports ands' sports fans aren't - becoming
e _violent,- :consider a few facts.

-

197.ima, Peru: At a soccer match -(theTworld's most popular sport),a.
.

-fightbroke-out.:Among_ther.pgctatOrz-,----IttUrned-into a_ riot.
_ .t,-

full - scale

and, by the-timeit-ended,morethan 300 people.were dead and thousands--
more vvere injured.

That same year,__a Haustonbaseball star named-BobJgatson crashed into the
outfield wall chasing a fly

d beer_on hi
heal-. While he lay there, unconscious and

bleeding, fans pouted

These are not iso ted incidentshu signs of a trend that is growing at
an alarming

match in England, two referees barely escaped with their lives
when an angry mob attacked them. Even more bizarre was a bitter fight
between two- baseball teams in Chicago. The fight itself was not a new
phenomenon. The added touch was provided by. ABC-TV which videotaped
the incident so it could be shown a week later to a nationwide audience
on "Monday.Night Baseball."-

Andin hockey, never-known as a; gentle game, new point wasreached when
four players were arrested by,Toropto-police on nharges of assault.- This
followed at incident in which'-both players and fans attacked each other.

Many people have tried to analyze this violence and what it reflects about
modern society. Note that the problem is not confied to the United States
many other countries are facing the' same disturbing questions. In Toronto,
for example, the government appointed .a commission to report on the evidenc
of increased violence in hockey. The commissioners said, in pert: "When
the evidence strongly indicates that there is a conscious effort to sell
the violence in hockey-to enrich a small group of [owners and media people]
at the expense of a great sport (not .to mention the corruption of an entire
generation's concept of sport) then one's concern turns to outrage."

There are-signs that some-owners condone or even encourage.violence. Some
who `own or manage baseball teams-for instance, have declared-that their
:pitchers have a "right" to throw at opposing .batterS--even though they
know that serious injury could result.

But most observers feel that the real problen is television. Hawley
Chester, part-owner of a hockey club, summed up this view: "Hockey," he
said, 'is actually not as tough as it used to be years ago when there
were only six professional teams. The competition was very rough.
But now there's more coverage of isolated incidents. Television and the
press have accentuated the violence."

Harry Edwards, a sociologist and former track star agrees, "The violence
in-sports is magnified by 'television," he says. "The fan can identi

1979, -GPE



with vi_olence in terms of,what-he wo to e to do with the- forces he
cannot control ." ==Insoth'er words,-people g._ some release-fram-their
frustrations-by viewing violence on their 'screens or from the Stands-

_.

Some scientists see danger signals both for the individual and society.
A recent article in the medical journal Pediati,ics described_what the _ -

authors called the "Evel Xnieval syndrome"--the desire to 1'mi-tato-the--
spotlighted actions of pelformers. Using.studeies of young children,
the three authors concluded that: "Televised violence, especia1137- during
sporting events and news broadcasts [seems to he related to] imitative
d aggressive behavior exhibited by children."

Sports journalist Stefan Kanfer feels -that, not only are children - harmed
by the exposure to violence, but that the entire society is damaged.
"When moral rules are bent," he writesas in saying a pitcher has
"right" to throw at a batter--"more than the sport is mangled. In the
end, it is no_t the players who are cheaimned and -injured, nor even the
event itself. It is the children and adults who watch and then repeat
what they see on the playground and in the standsand perhaps in their
lives."

Sports Challenges: A Collage.=

Sports in China: Friendship First?

Many visitors to China. are impressed by the nation-wide _sports program
-one in which-- all are7encollraged- to participate.- One of- the -Chinese
attitudes that most impresses people is summed up in-the saying "Friendship
first, competition second." Harry Edwards reports on An exaMple of
"We` have footage of a hockey game in .Which a player was knocked dok-in=
Members of the opposing team stopped to- pick him up before following the
puck."

- What do you think of the idea of "Friendship first,-.c mpetition
cond?"- Have you' ever experienced

-- -How do you think this idea would change sports in America? Would
it .work? or why not?

Watching:- a_ Hazard to-Your Ilealth?

The weakest among us can become seine kind of athlete, but only the strongest
can survive as spectators. Only the hardiest can withstand the perils of

' inertia, inactivityand immobility. Only the most resilient can cope
with the -squandering of time, the deterioration -of fitness, the -loss of

7 -

"Doing Violence to Sport," Time, May
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sense that can afflict -the edidated ectator
creativity, the frustratio%of.the eut:ions, and dulling of moral

What is your image of the- -leaAmerican sports fan? Does that
include yburself?

- Do you think heavy media coverage ot athletic events has stimulated
or, discouraged active participation* in sports?

- Do_ you agree or disagree that watching is a hazard to your health?
What _additional arguments would you use to support or oppose this
statement?

What= About Women in - Sports

WoMen have been making inroads into male dominance of sports. Girls have
managed to achieve some acceptance -in Little- League Baseball. Women
professional _athletes, at least in some spOrtp,',:haverhade great-Egains-
especially,intetnis and golf. In general, howeVer ;many women feel that
they are- discriminated against , School aid college nrograMs devote far

.more attention and Money: ot sports for males than for femples--

. The more radical leaders of women's rights movements want more changes.:
Some feel, for eXample, that women should be-included in, such striCtly:
rriale professional aports as baseball, and basketball.

- What do you think would be an equitable sports program for the
country? For example, do you think more should be done to finance
and publicize interschool competition?

- What are your ideaS abbut women's involvement in professional
sports?

The Meaning

Vince.Lombardi was one of the most successful football coaches in the
history of the game, leading the- Green Bay Packers to .a series of ch.am7

.

pionahips . Of all his publid 'statements , thelrone quoted most often is
"Winning isn't--the important_ thing it 1-s only thing. "

What did he mean? Here is one interpretation, written by philosophy
professor and sports journalist Michael Novak.

Of course, winning is the only thing--as an attitude, a
desire, a spirit. In football, winning means excellence,
defeating the demons of error and fate. Winning means out-
witting everything that climate, occasion, injuries, oppos-
ing strategies and chance can throw in one's way. Winning

3. .- George Sheehan, "Beware of the Most Dangerous-Sport of All Sitting '-

and Watching," The Physician and Sports' Medicine, November 1976.



eans being-as perfect under fire as humans can be. Losing
means somehow, through one's own fault;not having prepared

= enough. . .

=

"Winning is the only_thine is capable of sinister interpre-
tations. Biit it is also capable of expressing the highest human
cravings for perfection. . .4

Which do you agree with most: the "sinister" interpretation o& Lom-
bardi' s quote-- winning at _all costsor the interpretation Novak
gives?

What does winning-meanto you? Try to pick out .e specific example to
illUetrateyour ideas. -

Was It Different in the Old Ddys?

The original = Olympics, begun .by the ancient Greeks in 776 B.C., were not
totally devoid of the problems we encounter in-modern sports. In their
001c--The-Olymnic.:-Gamea:- The First- ThousandzYears- - M

Pleket mention- such incidents as:

- There was a statue of Zeus hurling a thunderbolt at' someone
who had cheated. This warning apparently wasn't enough.
In 388 B.C., for example, a 4oxer named Eupolus of Thessaly
was found guilty of bribing three Competitors to take a dive
for him.___ _He wa.s fined_and the_money was used -to -build
another warning statue. Eventually, there was a long line
of these statues, called Zanes.

- In a wrestling match, one man not only defea-Ced his foe but
continued to pummel hiM until he- died. f.Or this eXcessive
violence, the winner's wreath was taken away from him and
placed on the= dead wrestler who was declared the victor.

. .

In 395 E.C. the judges gave a runner :from Ellis a 2-1 _victory
vote over - another runner It - -was so-clear- the Other -man- -had'
won that the commission overruled the two judges' and fined

..
them. They also were from

This is pretty limited evidence, but what do you thin)? Are we more huviane
and honest today than in the past? Or have matters stayed about the Same?
Have they groVn- worse?

Now the 'rest is up to you. Pick the aspect of sports. that means most to
youor that concerns you most. Then use the means you"ye s legit to
-present your own ideas.

4. Michael Novak, The



MUSIC AS A "LANGUAGE"

David C. King

PURPOSE_

music_ Thee activities develop-students'iawareness-of musIc and lyrics as a way
= of-communicating, =They should also become_ more aware of different musical

_forms as means of communication.'

AREAS OP' STUDY_

Jaanguage Arts (analyzingfurictionsof language', creative writing)
social Studies=(perceivingand comparing social groups)
Musid

OBJECTIVES -

Students will

- Understand the power'bf' usic to communicate an idea or feeling

- Identify and analyze the appeal of
audience

certain kind of music to its

- Appreciate the appropriatenet s of lyrics to music.

0
Understand that 'music can communicate a--
and through language:barriers.

own lyridsor sOngs7a their unique: corn

oss national boundaries

TIME

-5 Is periods.

1:MATERIALS

itedords or tapes Lsome may he bi-ought-inby the students); one record'should

;d player- (or tape recorder).

have;en aria or -`folk song in a foreign -language--with.lyriCs that can be
eroxed for distribution to the cl.iss.(for more details-see Activity 3).

A 17ecor
.......

PROCEDURE

Activity 1: Over thirty years ago, George.orwell predicted that the musical
-jinglea used as-advertisements on tie radio would. become the popular songs
of the future.- Tell your -students thi.e.and ask:-Do you ever find y9urself
humming a tune from a. radio or TV commercial?

.These activities are reprinted. from CommUnicationi:Part 11(1977), Global Per
ppectives in Education, Inc., 218 East 18th St.', New York, NY=10Db3.
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-Which Ones? -Ekamples_studenis might_cOme up with inelUde:

_"At MacDonald's, we do it all for you."
"You asked for it, you of it. Toyota."
"It's the real thing." (Coke)
"Elop,'pldp, fizz, fizz, oh what a relief it -is
_"Have,it_ your way:" (Burger-King)

(Alka '-Seltzer)

Write the jingles on the board and eee_if they have the same weight as
when they are-sung. Compare the visual andaudio impacts. Do students
see any similarities between popular songs and adstoday? Do they think-
that Orwell's statement has-come true? Why or why not? Has it altered
our judgments of what's important in life?-.

NoW, turn-your students' attention to other forMs of,pepular music. Do
-they know of any popular music that-ekpresdes-idewdifferent than the

r

__-Dltri&qeST__HOW:40 their -values_comparel;Have_studentsbring--in-their
'favorite songs or bring in some samples-yourself. Examples of songs and
'groups yoUpight use inclUde: "At Seventeen" by Janis Ian on her Between
the Lines album; "Annie-'s Song," -"Rocky Mountain High, " -' "Take Me Home,
CoUntry. Roads"'by john Denver- on his-Greatest Hits or Evening with
John-Denver albums; "1 Am a Rock" and other .songs bg-Simpn and-Garfunkel
on: them Great'est Hits album; "Does. Anybody Really Know What Time It_It?"
and other songs-by-Chicago on their-Greatest-Hita-albnm;--songsrby,Sealp-and
Crofts, Carole,King, and Barry Manilow; or manyof.the Beatles' more recent ,.
materials-- Ask what kind -of music they find Communicates especially -to them.-
What makes it appealing? The lyrics?, .Music?, Rhythm? Beat? Physical_ vi-
brations?

Conclude by questioning whether the different "rock music" trends lessen
the force of George Orwell's statement. Ask them to think, between this
and the next class period, about other musical languages, and what these
communicate.

Activity 2: Ask students what other types of music they can.identify. Play
for them a well-known country and western-tune, like Merle 'Haggard's "Im
Just an Okie from Muskogie." What are the messages communicated in country
and western-music? MU could play another example like Tammy Wynette's
"Stand by, Your Man.") What is the group to which this music most appeals?
Wouldthis group differ fiem a group of rock fans? Would there be an age
difference? A difference in where these groups lived (geographical dif-
ference)? A difference in socioeconomic backgrounds?' Are these hard and
fast differences, i.e., do you know of anyone Taho likes both kinds of
music? If so, do you know how both kinds of music "communicate" to this
person? It might be interesting for students to interview people who
listen to only one type of musid--jazz, country and western, classical--
as well as people who are more eclectic in their musical tastes. The
students could read their interviews aloud in class. The interviews might
cover musical dislikes, as well as likes. This could open up interesting
questions about the diversity of needs and emotions music satisfies. People
who like country music want to know they are not alone; that their experiences,
and feelings are shared by otherp. What does music communicate to a disco
fan, a rock fan, a jazz fan, ore classical music buff?



Activity In this activa. ty you'll be playing for the class a short piece
of unfamiliar music an aria from a nineteenth century opera or- a folk song
from another country. The lyrics. should he in a foreign.language, and the
music, too, should soun td strange o the students. Your town library will
probably have suitable records in its collection. Albums of operatic high-
lights will have what you're looking for though they may not all include
translations of the lyrics. Leontyne Price (Primaz---Donna, RCA LSC-2898),
Montserrat Caballe (Dramatic Soprano Arias, London 26497), 'Maria Callas
(Mad Scenes, Angel S-35764), and Galina Vishnevskaya (Russian and Italian
Arias, Westminster Gold-8267) are records of stars whose vocal drama and
intensity will reach students even though they can't understand the words.
Alternatively, you might play a. song sung by Yves Montand 'or Charles Aznavour,
or one made famous by Edith Piaf, such as "de Ne Regrette Hien" or "La Vie en
Rose." Students might findthe latter particularly, engaging, especially
if they learn something about Piaf's life.

rAfter_students havelistened_toAhe_aria,;or_song,you_-choso,,,ask_them-icm,
what kind. of aUdieneedo they think this music was Written What were
the-composer and 'singer trying to-axpress?_ DOes one need to be-ahlp.to
understand'the words-to grasp the mood or meaning?

Provide each student with a cony of:thelyrics, translated linby -Iine
-into-English. (l the original -lyrics are -in a language_ some of the students
are studying,.thesa.stddents_might_dotheir-oWn-tPanslations,for_the_class.
Play the Pieda again,-and :ask the studente if they hear the music any dif-

.

ferently now that they know More about the context. How does the music
convey the ideas an emotions expressed by the lyrics? Do students feel
.a different-impact-now?

Follow-up: Ask the students to write out their own adaptations of the lyrics,
updatingthem by-writing about a modern-situation; or :a- personal experience
they have had. Those who wish could-also-update the-music--either modifying
it or inventing new music.. Have: the studentg read or Perform their awn
"ntatements"_before_the_class.- _

MCTENDING-THE LESSON

'Hand out, read aloud, o
from-a news clipping:

put on anoverhead'prctjpctor the following excdrpt

Suddenly a long-haired young man in jeans and a dungaree jacket
leapad,out'of the audience and clambered_ up. on stage, dancing;
dancing, dancing, until the band's.teohnicians gently ushered
him oat from the jungle of-speakersand microphones.

BLit- he was entraficed withthe music, Oblivious to pleas to
climb-back-over a waist-high wall separating the outdoor
stands from-the bicycle racetrack-where all this Was.
happening. So Gary Mullen, the-band's tour manager, just.:
picked him up like a- baby and put him tenderly into ome-
bodylslap'in'the first row

Then the cope threW'him out, and the crowd jeered-.



Ask the_students where they think this concert -took place. On_what-clues
in the-reading base theirenswers? Tell them-that this_incident,
tookplace in the Soviet Union in 1977.- Does that--surprisethem?

--Now, have the students readTthe:antire news article (reproduced -as the-_
-next:item).-What.:eVidenda:Can they find that thelariguage,harrier was-
brOken'at-the concert?: Holq would -they answer the question bout the
-:'"shirt full-of hatterand sickleS1" Compare and'contrest the-positiVe-

_

andAlegative reactions of the SON.iNt police to _erican police (or parents)
in similar situations.

Discuss-with studentsSoviet censorship of the arts. Only recently-the
Sciviet government permitted--an increase in the amount of rock Music to be
played, and allowed-bands from-Eastern Europe into-the country. Student6
might. :also` be interested to know that during an interview with members-
of the Nitty -Gritty Dirt Band after,their, return,,:they reported meeting
many interesting people in the Soviet Unibn, butdia not want to talk

==labout-=there-as-it-Lmight-endanger-tho-se-peotlIes-lives-. ------

-Ask students why they think this censorship exists. What musical messages
would_ the Soviets want to suppress? (Rock music does not fit official
prerequisites of the.arts in the Soviet Union.' For example, the music
does not convey, the Soviet cultural past. Rock music lyrics that preach
love, peace, and "do your own thing" do not follow Soviet doctrine.
Further, rock rhythms encourage individuals to throw off their inhibitions.

In concluding, ask students why, despite government attempts to stifle
it, rock music has become so popular in the Soviet Union_ . is music
such a successful international communication link?
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Yer'evan' Rock Audiences Find
Ni-tty G-ri ty-Dirt -Band Far Out

By DAVID K. SHIPLER
-Special to The New York Times

YE VAN, U.S.S.R. - The Nitty
Gritty Dirt'Band from Aspen. Colo.
was hard into Some tough 100-deci-
belorock, and a lot of -the Soviet
kids were out of their seats and
in the miles,- writhing and grind-
ing and dancing themselves into
that special sort, of rock-concert
,frenzy that is Made in the U.S.A.

Suddenly 'e long-haired young
man in jeans and a dungaree jacket
leaped out of the audience and
-clambered up'on-stage, dancing,
dancing, dancing,-until the band's
technicians gently ushered him out
from the jungle of sneakers and
microphones.

But he was entranced with the
music, oblivious to pleas to climb
back over a waist-high wall separat-
-ing the outdoor stands from. the bi-
cycle racetrack where all this.was
happening. So Gary Mullen, the
band's tour manager, just picked
him up-like a baby and put him
tenderly into somebody's lap in
the firat row.

Then -the cops threw him out and
the crowd jeered.

So it was in Yerevan, the capi-
tal of Soviet Armenia and one of
five stops on the band's State
Department-sponsored,tour of the
Soviet Union. It was a bit wilder
here than in Tbilisi, or than it
was expected to be in Riga, Lenin-
grad .and Moscow, partly because
the concerts here were outdoors in
a 4,000-seat bicycle-racing stadium

where everybody felt loose, and.
partlybecause Armenia is just--
different"

Far-from the idedlogical center,
of thecountry,.-Armeniansare en-
meshed'Th bonds of ethhieTheritage
that. stretch throughout the world,
wherever Armenians live. More
thwin most other parts of the

-_,SqyletUnion,:there is extensive
interaction with the West.

Official Askedfor-f-f#der Stuff
People do not 'even blink when

a teen-age girl shows up at a rock
concert wearing a T-shirt -that reads,
in English, "FriendshiP U.S"A." NOr
is aman in his twenties timid about
appearing ata hotel bar in a pink
long-sieeved American Bicentennial
shirt with-eagles and stars and
stripes all over it.- brought from
Beirut-,. he says, ..and bought for 20
rubles ($27) at a state-run store'
for second-hand goods. How would
the folks-in, say, Omaha react to a
shirt full,of hammers and-sickles?

The band's success.. here and the
fact of its tour through this coun-
try reflect belated offiCial accept-
ance of rodk from the.West after a
ldng period of resistance.

"The hettle is over," said one
American who has worked with the
Russians to arrange appearances by
such groups. In Tbilisi-, he said, .

one Soviet.official even-asked af-
ter the first half-of the concert
whether the band could not-play
some harder stuff`.

"These kids know this music,"
the official was quoted- as having



said. "So we've got tes give it to
them.V --

What they didn't get given or
could not buy - for an average
price of $2 a seat = some simply
took. -They perched precariously
on roofs and chimneysoverlooking
the stadium. They leaned out win-
dows. They scaled fences, climbed
up walls and played- eat - and -mouse
with policemen. They hopped'over
barriers and ran into the stands
for free.

What they got was tamer than
real acid rock. The Dirt Band,,
formed in 1966, is basically a
country rock group. The first half

with a beat in which John McEuen,
who plays the mandolin, the fiddle,
and anything else that has strings,
tre=ats a banjo as if it were just
another appendage, and Jimmie Fad-
den plays a delicious harmonica.
_ _ Things_begin to heat _up after
the intermission. Jan G _et, the
"token chick singer" as e puts
it, does, five songs running from
some bluely Ella Fitzgerald-like
boo-bee-boo-bee-bahs through pro-
gressively harder versions of
"Georgia on My Mind," "Natural

Woman" and Silver Threads and
Golden Needles," by which point
a good pait of the crowd is on

, its feet;
_ _ Jan Garret and her guitarist=
husband, Victor, are not a regu-
lar part of the bend. They have
their own group called "Libertk,"
but came along because the-Rus
sians wanted a woman on stage.
The. Dirt Band is all male: Mx.
McEuen, Mr. Fadden, Jeff Hanna,
John Cable, and Jackie Clark.-

"They're reacting mOre speci-
fically," Mr. Fadden said of the
Soviet audiences. "Here they're
really listening to the music -"

- Sometimes_the_polloe_do_not-----_
seem to like the reactions. Band
maMbers and staff people have
seen plainclothesmen occasionally
telling' kids to sit down and quit
dancing. One slapped a boy who was
trying for.an autograph, they said,

_and an= officer ripped a Dirt Band __

lapel pin off a youngster's .shirt.
But one uniformed_poLiceman,

standiJ by the stage watching &he
happy crowd, appreciated both the
music and its loudness. "The noisi-
er it is," he said, "the friendlier
it is."

1977 by the New York Times Company,
Reprinted by permission.
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MYTHS AND THEIR MESSAGES

by Peter R. Stillman

PURPOSE

This unit places the theme `of mythology in a new and important light--
enabling students to view myths as a means of communicating messages of last-
ing value and Importance, a means that has been used in all societies'
throughout history, including contemporary ones. Myths provide one way
of dramatizing the ability to identify common needs, behaviors,-concerns,
and experiences indifferent- cultural settings and time periods. They show
us one way we are linked to our fellow humans, present and past.

- AREAS OF STUDY

-- Literature;- writing- Clatter-optional
Ancient history

-Folklore -

Anthropology

OBJECTIVES

Students'wiil-

- Examine literature of- various Rinds to find mythological themes.

- Begin to recognize-the.bniVersality of ythOlogical prototypes..

hypothesize about =this
modern world.

TIME

4 class periods

MATERIALS

Duplicate studen

PROCEDURE

aterials;: a source book or two;.zome myth collections

This is not an English unit, although mythology is conventionally taught
(when it is taught at all) as part of-the:English program. Mythology is
a subject that readilycrosses disciplines; it is decidedly not the quaint
smattering.of Greek legendsfound in some readink anthologies.

This is reprinted from Co unication, Part C (1977), Global. Perspec ives
in Education, Inc '48 East-18th St. , New-York, NY 10003.
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One unstated oh] ective of this lesson 'is :to undo such a wrongheaded approach
to a truly profotmd subjectii. Myths embddy truths "the most powerful, endur-.
ing truths man has given thought to," according to one scholar. These truths
are expressed as metaphorsthe snake in Eden, the dragon lurking in its cave,
the all-consuming flood, the hero's wound, the raging hell-fires, the innocent
maiden, the dark and twisting way through forbidding forests, etc. The hero
story is rich in such metaphorical stuff, and is furthermore fascinating
because it appears every-where on earth in astonishingly similar form, seem-
ingly formulized and unchangeable. When students are helped to perceive
that there is a timeless validity -to this form, a validity -that extends to
the modern comic book, TV cowboy or detective story, novel and short story,
theywill better be able to understand not only literature, but also the
things people hal.rc always longed to know and believe =about their world and
themselves. This is a beautiful understanding, even if it is only a begin
ning one.

The stildent_matai...3.p,_ this ,lesson, is _in cductory essay, something=
to be read and digested, then- dropped in favor of excursions. This subject
doesn't n_eed to be treated heavily, :by--- the way.- It isn't as darkly- serious
as these comments may have Suggested,

As an introduction you might ask students to define what a myth, is. They will
probably answer that it is an old story, or a fairy tale , or- a. legend, or a
tale from another country, perhaps Greece or. Rome. All these answers are
correct. None is very useful. A myth is a narrative (or story) without
known origins that probably wasn't written down for a long time--perhaps
centuriesafter it took form. It is extremely figurative, tending to use ,
symbols to express thoughts beyond the basic story line. Not all myths are

-Greek or Roman. (The Romans borrowed many of theirs from the Greeks.) All
cultures have or h-e.d myths. But- we're most familiar with the mythology of
Greege and Rome.

Can any _student recall a myth or a mythical figure from Greek or Roman myth -.
ologyf If so, let him narrate what he remembers. Otherwise tell the class
briefly whatever Myth :seems lively and interesting. Bloody and/or funny
ones are best, HoW about Odysseus and the Cyclops? Jason stealing the
GoldenFleece? Any one of Meracles' -labors? Theseus and the Minotaur?
The terrible Punishment meted out to Prometheus?

Ask them to speculate on how and Wja a myth starts.. Could it, be that an
important message is :woven into. the story that eventually evolves, and that
the reason a myth will travel down many centuries is that that message remains
important? (Be sume that students understand that myths are not authored
by any one person, and that they evolve, changing and taking on many versions.)

Assign the student material, '114yths and Messages, for overnight reading.



DAY TWO_

You might begin b touching briefly on some of the more important points
in the homework remeadingthat myths ,of like nature do pop up all, over the
world and that no simple 'explanation for this can be found; that. the quest
story does indeed have a fixed nature, although not all the, elements we
have outlined neceEassarily appear in the same-story; that what is myth to
one person is relagion to another (Noah and Jonah are mythical characters,
yet we do not confider them as such. The Greek character Deucalion went
through many of tX=me same experiences as Noah, yet we view him as a fic-
titious figure. 'here" are many characters and incidents in the Bible teat
have counterparts in the mythologies of other, earlier civilizations.
Mythological charemacters are not necessarily the creations of fertile imag-
inations. The sc--7-tual person may have existed; it's his or her story that
is created or ished. This is probably the case with the biblical
David. It is ,Dably also true of the Greek hero Theseus.)

Pass out copies ow Lewis Carroll's "Jabberwocky." After the initial befi.d-
dlement, students will warm to this delightful poem; and their easy facility.
with unconverAtomaal, silly language forms will make it easy for them to
understand. Ask them' if this is a hero tale and whether it conforms to the
outline they read about last night. Obviously, it is in the classical rold.
The first stanza traescribes the alZen land into which the hero ventures.
The second, stanza contains wise advice from the hero's guide. The third
stanza describes the hero's path toward the inevitable meeting with his fm.
The fourth and fi2E5th stanzas are clearly an account of the battle.and the
hero's victory olmEar the forces of evil represented by the terrible Jabber-
wacky. The sixth stanza is in celebration of the hero's having lifted the,
monster's curse (fir whatever) Evom his people; and the last stanza engge;ts
that the "wabe" an longer holds the threat it once did. Put make the kids
uncover the story line. They'll do it with little diffiCulty.

This exercise shoi-ald have been great fun. Because it was kept light, they
have moved- throu&=n-a relatively-painless understanding of an-important idea.
There is a recognZEZzable core story (called the monomyth by mythologists)
and the students ire as familiar with it as any-scholar is. For further
proof, try this eN-=-Kercise: Begin by narrating the first few lines of a proto-
type story, perhsg=s saying something like--Ar'young boy who lived far from
any city in a longEg-ago country lay in his bed one night wondering how he
could save h.s poc=D-r father who, along with other peasants in the valley,
had been placed nr=ader a terrible curse by a sorcerer who lived in a cave
guarded by a fiePa=me dragon high in the mountains. Suddenly, a strange light
filtered into the hoy's room.

Let them take it EEFrom there. Point to one of the brighter, more articulate
students, and let him or-her continue. Stop this student when the narrative
reaches point (B Y or so, and nominate another student. Go around the room,
involving seven pr-- eight kids.' In crude forms but with little hesitation,
they will be able -to shape a valid hero myth.

For tonight, you' c=ould have them rough out a hero tale on paper. Don't askc.

for a polished pr duct; you are interested in their followinga form,



turning out finished work. :sell alternatave, ask them each to choose
. a mythological character - anit list providHled and be prepared to tell or
write about one of the chavactFr's exparienceas. As still another alternative,
perhaps the most useful, ask :em to recall -=a- modern version of the hero
tale= and be prepared= to recount it briefly e=ther on paper or orally tomorrow.
Probably they can find somettifigcn TV toniamt to fill the-bill. They must
be prepared to do-sune interpreting, of cou'e, the modern hero is usually
not the all-virtuous innocent:fbygone days-- Columbo, for example, has
been cast in the role of hero:number of times, although his scruffy
appearance and crafty ways dluilise this fact==. If students Han= adapt the
formula--and they should undennnd it well eEznough by now to do sothey'll
be able to see it working to&in modern

The comic bock is a good source for hero storles. In fact it is probably
among the most obvious and ltieral of sourcesmm. Such heroes are easy to
recognize, and the simplistioKou lines give students little trouble

The following is a list of my1;iegical charcters for students to research:

Persephone

Dteethon

Dionysus Qsamdra

Chiron

Daedalus

Odysseus

Penelope

oseidon-

Medea

---eander

=Zeus

These characters are all.GrcsYnorigin and are suggeSted because most school
media Centers will have more Veference materiel on Greek mythology than on
any-other bodies of-myth. If-your center. has resources on Norse,' Indian
or other.mythologies,. have students-research =nceme- of the heroes from these
Origins.

DAY THREE

Students will probably need to use most or all of this day's claes period
to continue on their assignments, If you havn't involved them in writing
or extended research, use the Oacd for disc lion of student findings
about modern heroes- -If-,tittle-elows-,.getintc.mS the-ways mythology.has in-
fluenced language. Here is a brief list of Mr7-..dern terms that owe thoir
origin tamyth:



arachnid (from Arachne

atlas (from the Roman Atlas)

:='=cereal see Ceres)

_chaos-(the meaning hasn't changed much

elium (from Helios)

irpescent-(from Iris)

janitor:(frOm-Janus)

labyrinth (from the original:l-

rom Chaos)

lethal Cfrom Lethe)

Mercury (from Mercury)

museum, muse (from Muses)

ninth a

pan, meaning across, as in panorama, panoply

tantalize (from TantaXus)

typhoon (from Typhon)

There arejmny-others.

DAY- FOUR

Pan)

Have students' report on their research. A final topic for discussion should
involve a question: Why is it that people have needed myths? Do we need
them today?_ Do these ancient. "messages" still- apply? Do. you feel a sense
o kinship with people thousanda of-years ago who, -gathered around a fire,
passed along; telling and retelling, .a story that you saw just last night
on TV? Explaip.



THS -AND THEIR- MESSAGES

No one ows who first told the story of- Prometheus. The tale is thousands
of years old. Its central character was punished by the ancient gods of
Greece for stealing fi're from them and giving it to man.

Deep in the jungles of southern Venezuela live the Yanomamo, a loosely scatteree
tribe which, until about ten years ago, had no contact whatever with the modern
world. They cannot read or write, have no understanding of life beyond their
villages, and have developed almost no technology. They do, however, have
a number of myths that are told from generation to generation; and one of them
deals with a hero figure who steals fire from the gods and gves it to man.'
A North American Indian tribe also has the same tale in its ythology.

The Yanomamo did not get the idea for their tale from the Greeks nor did the
Indians. Somehow, in each case, the story begins within the tribe or society.
Coincidence? That might explain it if it weren't for the fact that the fire-
stealing story crops up all over the world. Some of the details may differ
om place to place, but the basic story is the same.

Do you remember the Uncle-Remus tale of Br'er Rabbit and the Tarbaby? Can it
be coincidence that there are over 260 versions of that story throughout the__
world? It doesn't seem likely, does it?

Other stories we're familiar with also seem to 'have sprung upall over the
world. One of the most common deals with a great flood which wipes out all
life, except for a chosen few survivors who begin anew. Another concerns
someone who gets swallowed by a great fish and is thrown up after his ordeal-.
Still another tells of an innocent young boy who battles a great and fearsome
foe, conquers him and saves his people. Each of these stories--Noah, Jonah
and David--is found in the Bible. If you look into the mythologies of the
Babylonians, 'Assyrians, Greeks, Norse, Chinese, Samoans, as well as many
South, Central, and North American Indian tribes, you will find similar
stories.

When Orpheus travels to Hades (the Greek version' of hell) to reclaim his lovely
bride Euridyce from the land of the dead, he is told that he may return with
her to the upper world if he does4not once look back at her until they reach
their destination. Only a short distance' from the goal, he no longer hears
her steps and risks a backward glance:- As he does, Euridyce fades to a shadow
and is lost to Orpheus forever.

A California,.Indian tribe has a story about a grief-stricken man who under-
t his

_

took he same jOurney, made a vow not to touch his wife until they were home
_

again, and, like Orphets, could. not quite live up to the terms -of his agree-
. -J

menu. He too lost -his loved one 'forever.

Maybe it ,is just' that everyone likes a good- story and that there are only so
many ways to tell one This could account for the. likenesses among mYths' from
different parts of the world. Most modern experts agree, however, -that ,myths,
are more than just good stories--that a myth-wouldn't last for thousands of
years only because it .is entertaining.



Myths __contain. so4hing elsemessages that people the world over find reas-
su-rin= and like to hear again and again. These messages express the beliefs
and hcz=apes that hold societies and civilizations together and bolster the
demir to go on, even in the worst of times.

This st easy to understand at first. What possible message could there be
in thq= tale of Orpheus and Euridyce, for example? A very important one: the
belie" that we do not simply stop existing at death.

All ScieUes throughoulphistory express this belief in their mythology.
The tau.leAlSo suggests--that one cannot defy,thenatural order-ofthings, and
tbetragedy:resUlts-When we try.rA1Imythologies expresS the'idea of.an
_orderly-uniVersea-world where-thingscan be counted on, wherewhat.:has.
happered before will happen againand:again. (1.4efind ourselVeseXpressing
this reqtently, withoUt realizing-that-we=are'restating,-an:anCient:truth'i,
Thinga -,are boupd to` better. They- always' do.;) Orpheus attempted to

The st:-...ory of the great flood tells us that life will always be renewed. The
world go on forever, and somehow each of us will always be a part of it.
When a. character is swallowed by afish or some other monstrous beast and
is tbai, returned, he has passed through a death -like experience and as a
result has become greater and wiser than before. People who study myths see
this story as a model for those = who seek terribly dangerous experiences and
are loc=nked upon by their people as leaders and heroes if they succeed in
succes=sfully getting through these experiences.

The ba3Evo (or quest) story is the most common form of myth. You are very
familiar.: with its details, although the basic story you know may not sound
like 141-lat you think of as being a myth. Here are some of the main ingredi-
ents. See if you can think of a story in which they appear:

(A-D A man,:,usually quite young,.is somehow selected for a
ultzssion that will tatp him away from the familiar world and
im-17.to dangerous, unkrEwn territory. (Sometimes others have
_bean sent before him but have failed to carry out the mission.)
(B-- When he leaves the safe, familiar world he will immediately
be challenged by someone 'or something menacing. It can. be a
terible beast, a swamp filled with demons, a storm tossed
ocasan, a temptation, a riddle .or a trick. (C) He may meet
gon=neone at or near this point Who will help him to get through
this challenge. The one he meets may be strange in appearance

gnome, old man or woman, even a talking beast, to whoM the
tong man= has offered a kindness. -After offering help near
thte beginning of the young hero's journey, this individual may
alZmgo'grve him magic aids to help him complete the mission.
(D The hero will follow a road or course that brings him
nemrer to his gdal, but it will not be easy; all kinds of
ob==tacles and dangers will mark the Way. (E) Finally, he will
retch a point where he will be forced tango entirely alone into
a q_Lark, terrifying place where he will battle a fierce enemy '



that ha.s never = been-defeated.' Only by conquering =this enemy will
the hero be able to complete his mission,whether: it be to rescue
a princess, take back something that has been stolen from his
people, kill someone or something that has been threatening them,
or find a magic, potion or formula fdr lifting a curse or curing

(F) The final struggle is abnoSt always bloody. The
e is wounded and is often brought back to health by the maiden

he has rescued. (G) When he has completed his mission lie mill be
considered a great champion by his people--; bud the real value of
the experience for him will be .a deeper wisdom about himself.

Legends about King Arthur include many tales like -this. So do the fairy tales
of the Grimm brothers. But how about modern versions? Probably what,this
o 'line has suggested to yOu is a young man in a suit of armor, with a sword
at apped td his side. We have all heard or read myths, tales, or legends
fe turing brave young knights, beautiful princesses and terra. g monsters._

Tile modern hero doesn't wear a sword or rescue a princess Therefore he may,
not be so easy to recognize. He may wear a Stetson and a six-gun. The
"monster" he faces may be a black-suite'd gunslinger who is terrifying
ranchers and threatening the pretty schoolmarm; and the final battle may be
a shoot-out. While you probably wouldn't call a story such as Shane a myth,
that 'is prebisely,what it isa story form, thousands ofyears old, carrying,
the -same message to its audience that it did -long before cowboys were invented.

Can you. find other modern examples of the hero quest story? How about the
movies, TV, comic books? There are countless examples, and when you begin
to recognize the pattern, you will begin to understand more deeply the ways
in which we see our world and our places in it. From the hero we draw
courage and hope. He shows usthe way through a Alometimes confusing and
dangerous world. His is an extremely important story for all of us. Think,
about that ,for- a moment. 1'
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_JABBERWOCKY,--

'Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
Did gyr4 and gimble in the wabe:-

All mimsy were the borogoves,
And the mome raths outgrabe.

-"Beware-the JabbetWock,_mylsonl
The jaws that,bite, the claws_

Beware the Jubjub_birdi and-shun
The frumious Bandersnatch!"

that ,catch!

He took hiSvorpal sword in hand:
Long time the manxome fop he'sought--

So-rested:he by the Turn-WM:tree,- -

And!stObd awhile in thoUght.

And, as in offish thought he stood,
The Jabberwock, with eyes of flame,\

Came whiffling through the tuagey wood,
And burbled =as it came!

Qpe, two One-, two! APd,,ihrough,and through-
The Vorpaahlade went snicker7Spack!

Hejeftit deAd, andwith::its-haa
He went galumphing back.

"And halt tliOuplain the Jabberwock?
Come VD Wbrft, my*amish boy!

0 frabjous C lay!"
He chortIte.in4his joy:.

'Twas brillig, and the
Dith.gyt)(apd- gi143 le in the

All-4Msy were
And the,m1PMe

the borogoves,
raths outgr_ ab

toves
abe:

Lewis 'Carroll
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